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LATE THIS AFTERNOON

HUERTA

wise were informed but were equally
jretiowjt.
The position that had hitherto been
taken on the repudiation of mediation
;by Carranza la that this government
neither offered nor intended to offer
The Washington admin'mediation.
istration has maintained merely that
lit cannot recognize as legaJ, or have
international relations with, the gov
ernment at Mexico City and lias repeatedly pointed out that the sole
prerequisite to American recognition
was the elimination of lluerta. Car
ranza has merely asked for assurances
that if the embargo on arms were
lifted, he would give protection to foreigners and their interests,'
j
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ADMINISTRATION
DEMOCRATS
COMPLETE BILL
Washington, D. C, Nov. 15. The
six administration Democrats of the
senate banking committee today laid
their completed draft of the currency
bill before Senator Hitchcock and the
five Republicans. Mr. Hitchcock and
the Republicans will endeavor to complete the first draft of their bill by
Tuesday and a meeting of the entire
committee has been tentatively called
for that day.
The Republicans finally adopted a
plan for guarantee of deposits. Sena
tor Bristow brought in an amendment
to turn profits of more than 25 per
cent over to the government to form
a guarantee fund am! redeem government bonds. Senator Weeks reserved
the right to oppose the guarantee
plan on the senate floor.
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cannot reasonably be required of it.
"The demand which the railroad
company refused was that the company should meet a joint or co opcr-- !
ative committee for the purpose of
considering, discussing and settling.
certain specified cases of grievances,
sixty seven in number, some already
settled, some in course of settlement
and some presented for the first time,
but all covered by the existing con-- !
tracts with each organization.
"It is one thing to consent to take
UNION MEN TURN DOWN SOUTHERN up and discuss with
representatives CAPTURES THE DORDER
CITY AT
lot the train and engine men whether
OFFER
TO
PACIFIC'S
SETTLE or not
A.M.
2
FLEE.
FEDERALS
existing agreed methods for
grievances shall be!
TRAINMEN'S STRIKE, DECLARING .dealing with
COUP COM
-R- EBEL LEADERS
'changed mid new methods substitute
THAT IT IS AN EVASION
OF THE1 1,(3 which wil lnvoh
tlie recognition:
PLETE
UNEXPECTED.--H- E
AND
or a join committee representing the
QUESTION.
lour organizations. It. is another and
NEEDED AMMUNITION.
quite a different thing to consent to
"
treat as abrogated, the provisions of
C
SETTLEMENTS COME
existing agreements relating to set-- (IMC AMFRIPAN

ONE CHANCE OF
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IN

GONE

COMMAN

OF JUAREZ

'

THROUGH FEDERAL BOARD

7a"ve

utp'e from

j

munition and I wanted to replenish it.
It is needless to say that. I got what I
mine for. My men captured 9.1, (mil
rounds of ammunition, two field pieces
and two machine suns, (.ess than a
third of my army took part in this
capture. 1 h:ive 7000 men altogether
and only '
are here with me.
"It was the easiest fight ever hud.
We losit ubnve five men. Our wounded
will probably number about 25. The
federals' dead will number between
25 and :iu men, while their wounded
are about

30,

"I will be busy for a while and I
do not know what my next move will
be. if the federals at Chihuahua decide to follow me and try to recapture
the town 1 will go out to meet them
that no battle will be fought within
range of El Paso. But the federals
will have some difficultly in getting
here for we have destroyed the rail-- !
way to the south."
A man believed to be (ieneral Francisco Castro, commanding the federal
garrison of Juarez, previous to the at.-- j
tuck, was arrested in El Paso at noon
today by police officers in a bouse in
the southern part of the city and turned over to United States military oiii-
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HUERTA A FRIENDY TALK
as a proper body tor.
discussion and settlement
of
X
X X
X S S S X s
Houston, Tex., Nov. 15. One of two grievances, and to consent, moreover, j E, ia80( Tcxa8, Xov.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 15. Wellij.j.Two thou- Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 15.
S
mm lane up wiiu sucn
peace proposals aimed to settle the u
constitutionalists under the per- ngton
today awaited dispatches from
Provisional President Huerta's X
Southern Pacific railroad strike was nuiiee a Datcn or grievances of the iscnnl command of Pancho Villa, this
Chiarge O'Shaughnessy as to the efcabinet ministers were summon- cers.
refused by labor leaders here today. character described.
2
at
ot instructions sent him late last
o'clock, attacked and
morning
ed to the naitoital palace this
He was in civilian clothing and had fect
They rejected Julius Kruttschnitt's
"The position of the oiiicers of the took possession of Juarez. The battle
of money on his. person. He night by Secretary liryan, informing
offer to confer with
morning and went Into a special S
the federated company in respect to the pending lusted hut
plenty
hun the
short time
counsellors of lluerta, who have dissession at noon today.
declined to state whether lie was in
unions board, asserting that it. was demands of its
an anxiety to reopen negotiaemployes has been! rebels were in complete possession,
El Paso when the battle opened or played
an evasion. President Wilsons move taken in performance of their duties
on just what conditions the
Protection to Americans is prom-fo- r whether he tied
it opened, and tions,
alter
mediation remained as the onlyaa they are defined ln the renort of ,sed b 0f,
,
d n
vj
fnti onaorlir uuti nniaiir
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 15. Sena'
' egg. said he was Colonel Antonio Gobea, United States would assent to further
linnn
""
ic" ""uu"'""
juie interstate commerce commission, ed sorrow for the death of the one but the
tors and deputies elected recently to
police say they are positive parleys.
'B"UCU If the company's employes have the American victim of the fighting,
As the new Mexican congress, which
that he is General Castro.
form the new congress in place of that
noaru or ivruttscuniu s oner is as roi- - game regal-- for the commission's ro- Charlie
has refused to
Seggerson, an El Paso
of Mrs. A. L. the United States
Lester
son
dissolved by Provisional President
Burnett,
lows:
port and recognize the duties which
who was killed in his auto
as legally chosen, was to be
Huerta will meet at 3 o'clock this
Burnett, of EI Paso ,was shot through recognize
"Once more the Southern Pacitic of- railway employes as well as railway mobile in the streets of Juarez
during tne hand tnlg mornfnK( whiIfi standing convened by official order late today,-i- t
Mr. officials owe to the
ficials are evading the issue.
Afternoon, in their respective houses
public, they will the fighting.
was expected here that definite dein front' of hotel Catherine on South
to choose temporary speakers.
formulation
Kruttschuitt proposes the
not persist in their demands. Certain
in tho situation
would
Villa
velopments
sent
has
for
south
additional
Stanton
a
bullet
from
street,
had
Huerta
President
to
by
stray
of some plan
Early today
adjust future griev- it is that if the traveling public has
troops and will make his headquart- the Juarez battle. He is a messenger materialize.
given no indication that he intended INDICTED MAN CALLS
a conclusive voice in the determina- ers
jances without any regard to those
Officials are confident that Huerta
at Juarez. It is possible that Gen- boy. This is the only casualty, on the
to alter his views in connection with
Such being the case, we can, tion of the controversy a due regard
AND MAKES BOND.
now realizes riot only that the United
eral Venustiano Carranza, recognized American side so far as is known.
the demands made by John Lind, peras matters stand, have no reply."
for its rights would lead to its ap-head of the constitutionalists, will reStates is in earnest in its intention to
sonal representative of President WilMr. Kruttschnitt's offer was to disoval of the stand taken by the of
New York, Nov. 14. Everett Fowler
The Charles Seggerson mentioned oust him und may
accomplish his
cuss with a representative committee beers of the railroad. The question in move his headquarters to Juarez, as it
son, that he prevent organization of of
Is the largest
Kingston came fiere today to give of the four labor organizations on a
and most important in the above dispatch as killed In elimination by lifting the embargo on
the new congress.
nutshell is, 'Shall the company buy border
point In the hands of the con- Juarez this morning, is distantly re- arms, but also that Great Britain as
It would be no surprise in official bail on the indictment found against strike, the question of inaugurating a its peace with the
employes at the stitutionalists.
lated to B. F. Seggerson, of this city, well as the other foreign powers, have
circles here if the American embassy him yesterday charging that he, as a system of dealing with controversies price of the safety of the public?'
At 11 o'clock today everything was rate expert for the corporation
assumed more than a passive attitude
was withdrawn. Nelson O'Shaugh- - Tammany "bag man" extorted $250 through a joint committee representmust
be
answer
"The
the
given
by
from
an
contracSeneca
Hull,
in Juarez and the conin the American
of acquiesence
ing all four organizations.
nessy, charge d'affaires, received a tor on the threat that if Hull
to absolutely quiet
The
stands
public.
company
ready
refused,
were preserving the
policy.
for a few passenger trains, submit its case to "the tribunal ap- stitutionalists
communication from the Btate departExcept
on state highways would not
The fact that Sir Lionel Carden, BritRebels Are Active.
ment at Washington last night, which his work
the entire Sunset Central system was pointed by the people as its represen- best of order.
be approved by inspectors.
At that hour General Villa declared
Nov. 1.1. Simul- ish minister to Mexico, is communicattied up. No violence had tative for the settlement of such
Souora,
it is believed contained instructions
Nogales,
completely
There was no session of the grand been
that his loss in taking the town had taneously with the taking of Juarez to ing to Huerta intimations of a strong
anywhere on the 1400 controversies."
governing his action.
but on Monday District At- miles reported
been fut five men. He believed the day an attack was made by General character that he must eliminate him
of idle track between El Paso
Unless the present plan is aban- jury today
Whitman will take up the cas- and New Orleans,
federals had lost 20 or 25 men.
Pablo Gonzales, constitutionalist com- self. in accordance with American condoned by President Huerta within the torney
Federal Board Confers.
es of men
to have worked with
General Francisco Castro, who com- mander, on Victoria, capital of the tention, is said to be the development
The Southern Pacific railroad ex
next few hours, the men chosen to Fowler. alleged
D.
15.
Nov.
The
Washington,
C,
manded the federal garrison, is miss- - Btate of Tamaulipas, according to an on which the siutatiou has turned
pected to operate fourteen passenger
replace those senators and deputies
Norman E. Mack, former chairman trains dally, maiming them mostly federal board of mediation of concili- ing. His body has not been identified 'announcement by Carranza, the con- within the last two days.
now prisoners in the penitentiary,
ation conferred here today on plans to
The capture of Juarez, an Important
among the dead.
stitutionallst leader.
Among these
will assemble for a preliminary meet- of the Democratic state committee, to with its own officials.
whose order Hull's check was made are the east and west, bound daily bring about a resumption of traffic on
A request was made on EI Paso to
It was said at constitutionalist head- l.ort through which munitions of. war
minGarza
Manuel
with
Aldape,
settlethe
a
ing
Southern
Pacific,
pending
ister of the interior, as acting tempor- out, issued a statement today saying transcontinental expresses, requiring ment of the strike. Some announce- furnish suregons to attend the wound- quarters here today that the success- might be passed for a vigorous camthat it was a regular campaign contri eight trains for each way, to maintain ment was
ed, but Mayor C. E. Kelly, of El Paso, ful insurgent attack upon Juarez had paign on Chihuahua and the large
Ordinarily this post
ary chairman.
expected later.
declined to permit them to cross over been expected and was made at the cities to the south, is expected to have
their schedule.
would fall to pome member of the bution, received in the regular way.
the line, according to Dr. R. L. Itamey. same time with an assault on Chihua considerable effect in Mexico City.
Julius Kruttschuitt, chairman of the
previous congress.
The mayor and Sheriff Edwards estab hua city, capital of the border state.
executive committee of the Southern LAWLESSNESS
Today's sessions are expected to be HURL HAMMERS AT
lished a boundary inside the T'nited News of the fall of Juarez was reHEAD OF LONDON JUDGE Pacific
announced yesterday afterNogales, Ariz., Nov. 15. Investigaconfined to the formality of selecting
FOLLOWS AS
States military line to hold El Paso- - ceived here early today and celebrat- - tion here fails to disclose any founda- London, Nov. 15. Women hurled noon that the railroad company was
temporary dfflcers.
v. I 7
Vo f I t.tir. Uoxhe City
v
UUu lu
TROOPS LEAUE o.m4 back out ofi denno..
(hurinv PHkinuui .n l "Tit n v
First regular1 session for the trans hammers at the judge of the London willing to dlscusB with a represtative j.
leader that large quantities of urms and amThe constitutionalist
No traffic is being .permitted be-- , cers.action of business Js due to occur the sessions court at the Old Bailey to- committee of the fouMabor organiza-tween the two cities and the interna-- told callers yesterday that he hoped munition have been allowed to cross
afternoon of November 20.
day when he sentenced Miss Rachael Hons now on strike the questions of
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 1.1.
not in opera-tion- . to be able to announce today the fall the border in this city.
followed the withdrawal of the tional street car line is
Rumors heard yesterday circulated Peace, a militant suffragette, to 18 inaugurating a system of dealing with
There has been no relaxation of the
military of two more cities, Culican, capital of
Only persons with
with additional persistency today are months' imprisonment, after she had controversies through a joint commit troops from Houghton county in the
are being allowed to cross the Sinaloa, having been taken yesterday. customs patrol, which is still drawn so
that the American embassy will be been found guilty by the jury of set- tee representing all four organiza- copper strike district this morning. At passes
Little attention was paid to the
close that it would be impossible to
Plainsdale, five rille shots were fired Mexican City.
withdrawn on Monday or earlier. Mr. ting fire to a cottage at Hampton on tions.
from the Mexican side of the mark until today when it was believed smuggle field pieces or even small
on
to
the
October
4,
last.
of
discuss
mine
is
into
home
a
the
Thames,
railroad
the
"The
with
authorship
Champion
willing
Lind is credited
river at tin escaping federal prisoner that. Juarez and Chihuahua city had arms and cartridges in an considerA crowd of women had gathered in with
committee workman. No one was hit.
a representative
of these rumors and with the addiable quantity.
room
the
court
by rebel guards resulted in Major R. been referred to.
interto
and
concern
At
the
are
the
Franklin
Junior
frequently
!from the four organizations
mine,
tional statement that marines
General Carranza's smile at the re
E Mlehie, of the United States troops,
the
On
the
prohome
Presia
rupted
of
at
sheriff
of
procedure.
ed the question
employed
naugurating the;
deputy
be landed as a protest against
success of his troops today,
to the APPOINTED MILITARY
demand
a
ported
of
preemptory
the
notincement
not
sending
was
to
the
the
sentence,
burned
WashBaltic, mine
they
ByBtem 0f dealing with controvers'os
dent Huerta's defiance of the
broadened to a grin when he was read
ATTACHE AT WASHINGTON.
rebel officers that they should not fire
wiiew iiamniers ar me juage, Dut through all four organizations,' says ground.
ington government. In that event, it oiuy
General Huerta's message in refer
a number of windows and Mr. Kruttschnitt's statement: "an-- it
At the Quincy mine, iimi strikers any more towards American soil under
i.i probable that Vera Cruz will be smashed
Tokio, Nov. 15. Lieut. Colonel Mat-s- ence to the insurgent leaders stand
glass doors.
no agreement can be arrived at, to celebrated the withdrawal of the caval- any circumstances.
evacuated by the federals.
Tell the people of El Paso for me,"
Itauii of the Japanese army, was to- - regarding mediation in the internal afFour of (lie disturbers were arrest- - nave the Cc;;'roversy adjusted in the ry, by attempting to stop men going
It is reported here that the governof Mexico.
morn-this
Villa
ed
a
Pancho
Oeneral
hard
said
after
day appointed military attache of the fairs
struggle with the porovfded hv the recent act if to work. Hand to hand fighting with
ment army commander at Vera Cruz
Let him say what he likes," said
Japanese embassy at Washington,
deputies, but. the officers dispersed the ing after the battle, at his headquart-has been instructed in such an event lice.
Carranza. The insurgent leader reers. in the customs house, "that I re-- 1
I
"It is further willing to have the strikers.
to make no opposition but to withceived the message in his quarters at
of the Ameri
death
the
deeply
gret
A
and
to
Heela
Calumet
nearer
refusal
workman,
its
over
some
to
grant
his
force
draw
point
municipal palace, where he re
audi rit'ivftf In fhis hnttle
SAILORS AND MANY 'controversy
STEAMER BALMES IS ON the
the demands actually made, adjusted while returning from the mine hospi- the capital and there await instrucmained during the morning.
I took Juarez was bereason
"The
con-tatreatment
had
received
he
where
and
mediation
of
board
the
tions.
by
saw no callers in his reception"
at Chiciliation or by arbitration as provided for an injury, was set upon by two cause tho five days of fighting
room in the customs house this morn
It is not improbable that there will
N
FIRE
IN
of am- TOLL
STORM'S
had
my
huahua
supply
and
beaten
the
depleted
about
head
SHIPS,
this
More
badly
than
(men
if the act of ctfngress.
be an eleventh hour alteration of the
ing as has been his custom. There'
was no explanation for this change In
government's plan with reference to
his routine except that he was dethe meeting of congress today since it
CUNARDER
NEAR
TAKES
OFF
OVERTURNED
PASSING
HURON
VESSEL
10
PORT
is not regarded as probable that Washvoting all his time to receiving mesFROM
BURNING
IDENTIFIED AS THE CHARLES S. PRICE.
sages from the troops in the field.
ington will recede from the stand anTt was said at noon today that no
nounced by Mr. Lind that congress
WILL TRY
STICK BY SHIP AND
-T- OTAL OF DAMAGE IS NOW BEING
shall not meet as ordered by Presiappointments had been made for fur
ther meetings between William Bay
TO BRING IT INTO PORT.
dent Huerta.
COMPUTED.
ard Hale and the constitutionalist offi
"In view of Venustiano Carranza's
,
was
at-the.
issue
with
the
L.
distrusted
cers.
Dr." Edgar
published
Hewett,
"sympathy"
repudiation of any form of mediation
Port Huron, Mich., Nov. 15. One of
New York, Nov. 15. Meager wirea scientist by great scientists of tacks on Hewett made by H. H. Dor- - plainly drawn that, it was "Hewett or
by or alliance with the United States, the strangest mysteries in connection
no
two
would
of
be
ways
there
told
bust"
com
of
received
less
of
chamber
the
was "knocked right man, president
today
dispatches
the country,
Rome, Nov. 15. The Italian newsProvisional President Huerta can do with
the destruction of vessels and through the ropes" last night when merce.
about It. I hey would nave tne cnam-- j the rescue at sea of 103 passengers papers today point out that most of
no less than Join him in his expresor
an.
Suncommerce
on
er
men
Great
the
Lakes
from the burning Spanish steamship
. Hnativ B,innfi nfier hmtpd nr.
by last
repuuwie
the Santa Fe chamber of commerce
he naval powers have sent warships
sion of patriotic sentiment and mainstorm, was solved today when voted overwhelmingly against the gument in which President Dornian man's interview in the New Mexican Halmes by the Cunrad liner Pannonia. to Mexican waters and urge that Italy
tain unaltered his dignified attitude day's
business
is,
the
and
William Baker, a diver, identified the resolution endorsing him and the peo- himself took the floor and fired volley of October
place
Though lire was still raging today, the should be represented there.
toward Washington."
Fe on Balmes' crew of thirty-fivwere preoverturned vessel in Lake Huron, 13 pie responsible for him.
French Cruiser Arrives.
after volley at Promoter Hewett, the and professional men of Santa
ThiB statement was made at the naman
is
wanted
the
miles northeast of this port, as the
Vera Cruz. Nov. 15. The French
The chamber went on record favor-- , amendment merely stated that the record that Hewett
sumably sticking by their vessel,
tional palace today.
Confident
School.
w hich, conveyed by the Pannonia, was armored
Charles S. Price, of Cleveland. The ing the School of American Arch- chamber of commerce disavowed any here to direct the
cruiser Condo arrived here
This declaration appears to cast exPrice is said to have catried a crew aeology staying in Santa Fe and offer- "connection with the published inter-!0humiliating Mr. Dorman, "i;making for Bermuda wnicti snouici oe today from Brest, France.
treme doubt on any renewal of negonc omc made tiy Sunday.
of 28. All of the crew are believed ing to aid it but the business and pro- view of its officer and member a r"'weiiiies an u uiiiero me.v
tiations between Mexico and the to
now or wuen the fire broke out on RARE COINS STOLEN FROM
have been lost. Until today all fessional men declined absolutely to statement already made on the floor to swing into line, goi up a peuuun
United States, according to the view
with many signatures calling a special the Balmes, was not disclosed in the
efforts to identify the derelict has hand any bouquets
to
ARE RECOVERED.
Promoter by Mr. Dorman
COLLECTOR
taken by
persons here.
been in vain, and there were many Hewett, regardless of the alleged acmeeting of the chamber ot commerce preliminary wireless messages. She
Incidents.
subto
tends
Amusing
declare
that
it
They
was eastward bound tor spam witn a
The gen- tion of certain church societies, club
""'J
yevr y0rk, Nov. 15. Detectives
ADart from the intense interest in ,UI 11,01 '"K'"stantiate the belief that no hope is conjectures as to her name.
'
eral opinion, however, was that she women as well as teachers and em- the meeting which presented
inflammable ..cargo, ot cotton from rialtimore, armed with a writ
the "'""
highly
left of an amicable adjustment.
fnnnrl in no olthpi- - Ilia PHpo ployes of the U. S. Indian school.
dramatic element of conflict, there inS' ot the chamber. "We will sweep an(t rum when the Cunarder, bound Clr replevin, broke open yesterday a
No indication had been given at the wnnll ha
ports, Bafe deposit box in the vaults of a
The action of the chamber of com- were some amusing features. Onejtne noo.ri" one of the rtal confident hither from .Mediterranean
"United States embassy up to 10 o'clock or the Regina.
icame to her assistance. This must jocai trust company and recovered
It is still thought that the wrecking merce was probably the worst blow was the clash between former Attor-- ones sait1'
manhad
Huerta
General
that
morning
The other side got busy, too, and at jhave been some time alter 7 p. m. ot about $17,500 worth of rare gold coins,
ifested any desire to accede to the of the Price and Regina must have "Dr." Hewett has been dealt since ney General George W. Priehard and
a few minutes past 8 p. in., the Old Wednesday last, for at that time the stolen recently from the $0,00O col- American demands relative to the been in the same locality. The diver, Boas, of Columbia, came out in print former Judge John R. McFie.
Barracks was the scene of the decla- - Pannonia reported that she was 1,100 lection of Waldo Newcomer, a banker
that Hewett, listed in al Priehard championed the forces
Mexican congress on which it was re- however, found no evidence of anof war. Mr. Dorman presided, miles east of Ambrose light, but made of Baltimore. Otto H. Houst, an
ration
the
other
beside
vessel
an
as
Who"
toward
to
and
Hewett
submerged
to
"archaeologist,"
noon
was
at
limit
posed
the
endorsing
expire
ported
two has never been able to convince him the end of the session pleaded against Geo. H. Van Stone was secretary, Mrs. no mention of the Balmes.
electrician was arrested in Kingston,
today. Nelson O'Shaughnessy, the Am- PHce. The opinion that the
The Balmes is a comparatively X. Y., yesterday, charged with the
steamers went down near each other that he knows even the OBJECTS of injecting "personal" elements into the G. F. McNltt took down a stenograph- erican charge d'affaires, denied,
small vessel of Spanish ownership and theft of these and other coins of the
or since fight. He shook his fist several times ic report for the New Mexican.
fact that a body archaeological research
that any limit had been fixed. iB borne out by the
,
... Ka Dorsey, of Chicago University, wired in one direction whereupon Judge Mcf,nnil ..
111. DvIaa .. '
banker's collection.
There was some indication that the f.nm thn
Attorney J. H. Crist acted as the rated as a freighter. The Pannonia
Cun-arlloust's gift of a gold coin to an
the New Mexican that ln his opinion Fie exclaimed:
"generalissimo" of the Hewett forces is one of the Blower boats of the
newly elected Mexican congressmen Regina life belt.
in
line, making something less than official of the trust company,
The identification of the mystery a tremendous mistake was made to
"You needn't talk to ME."
and wore a confident smile and Na- would meet for the purpose of organiGenerai Priehard replied: "Yes, and poleonic tilt to his head until he 31)0 miles a day. She was built in 1004 whose rented safe deposit box the
sation at the hour specified, although ship" makes it certain that the boats let Hewett run the school here.
a has a gross tonnage of 9,851 and is cain was placed, proved his undoing.
A Long, Hard Fight.
I uieau you more than any one," or j saw his resolutions rejected by
rumors were current that a counter claimed by the storm on Lake Huron,
It was a long, hard fight Hewett's words to that effect.
committee which voted against them 480 feet long.
order would be issued by the provision- were the "John A. McGean, Charles
Learning that the coin was rare, the
S. Price, James S. Carruthers, Regina, score of supporters put up last night,
j official
Bhowed it to a Philadelphia
Another amusing incident was the FOUR to ONE and then witnessed his
al president at the last moment.
Genera! Huerta is said to be yet un- Wexford, Argus, Hyrus and Isaac M. to get their idol placed on a pedestal clash between President Dorman and minority report snowed under by a PORTER CHARLTON WILL
dealer, who recognized it as one he
UXORCIDE.
CHARGED
BE
WITH
to TWENTY.
had sold to Mr. Newcomer twenty-fivconvinced of the advisability of re- Scott, involving a death loss of ap- instead of being "knocked" with the Judge McFie as to the interview Hew- vote of THIRTY-FIVComo, Italy, Nov. 15. The Italian yeara ag0. Tne ciue thus obtained
Priehard Begins.
signing and it is suggested here that proximately 195. The storm also took sledge hammer of criticism. And it ett had with Mr. Dorman concerning
received
Venustiano Carranza's refusal of the the Leafleld, William Nottingham, was noticed that some of the cham- the printing of the "Oldest City" on
jed to Houst's arrest,
General Priehard fired the opening judicial authorities having
proposition made to him by William Henry B. Smith, Plymouth and Light- pions of Hewett who seldom visit the the envelopes the chamber of com min neainst endorsing the director in from the United States documents
of
iJ0SEPH CHAMBERLAIN
Bayard Hale, personal representative ship No. 82 and in the neighborhood chamber of commerce turned out merce had ordered. Judge McFie first an impassioned speech which follow-- j proving the legality of the marriage
of President Wilson, had had the ef- of 61 lives on Lakes Superior, Michi- last night, armed for the fray. These argued that Mr. Dorman had given ed the reading of resolutions he of- - Porter Charlton to Mary CrUtenden
CELEBRATES SILVER WEDDING
fect" of bolstering him up in his de- gan and Brie.
champions met with magnificent fail- way to a tempest of temper; pinned fered These resolutions recalled the Scott of San Francisco, the prisoner
London, Nov. 15. Congratulations
fiance.
ure. All that they accomplished was down by Mr. Dor'man's searching ques- efforts and good will and work done will be charged at the trial with the came in from all parts of the world
the passage of an amendment to a tions as to what really had occurred by the chamber of commerce and crime of uxorclde.
Washington, D. C., Nov. 15. The COLLIER AJAX IS
today to the Right Hon. Joseph Chamstatement from Provisional President
The trial is to take place at the end berlain, the British statesman, and his
AGROUND AT GUAM. resolution only after that amendment Judge McFie said suavely: "Well, you praised the School of Archaeology but
Huerta that he joined General Carhad its "legs" cut off and its teeth" j did boil over just a little." There was omitted all bouquets for those who of March. Under the Italian code, the wife, on the occasion of their silver
ranza in repudiating mediation In any
crime renders the guilty person liable wedding anniversary. Mrs. ChamberManila, Nov. 15. The naval collier pulled out.
prolonged laughter.
manage It. They also left out
form by the United States was read Ajax went aground today on a reef
A- - Clear Issue.
The original amendment offered by
for the four regents who to a sentence from 22 to 25 years im- lain was the only daughter of the lata
to Secretatry Bryan, but he made no at Guam. The cruiser Galveston was Judge William H. Pope declared that
prisonment. Charlton has been con- William C. Endicott. secretary of war
Owing to the courtesy of the Hewcomment. White house officials like-- ordered to her assistance.
fined in prison here Bince Augst 30.
under President Cleveland.
the chamber of commerce had no ett forces, exhilarated with success in
(Continued on page threel.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
"CASCARETS" CLEANSE
LIVER

ASEYOU

VATOES,

NS,

;hili
HONEY.

VlillllLII Uliu
raoisrE

.J

BP

CO.

40.

Goal

8S

MAIN.

Wood

swff'iSsafiE

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
LUMP
CERRILLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

T- -

Railroad Depot.

S. F.

&

ma.
DENVER

THE

& RIO

GRANDE

CO.

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

&

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

SOUTHERN. "CSS
CO.

PACIFIC RAILWAY

(WESTERN

CO

RAILRWD

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern hljrh-claC service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
ss

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Denver "& Rio Grande-Uouter n Pacific Railwav-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points
Gorge-Feath-

S

er

FOR

INFORMATION

WM. M.

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

scon ,

rv& r.

i.

244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

J.

C. L POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

A.,

N M.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

BEGANTOJFESTER

fit

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOB
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

ATE

A

CHANCE

TO

ACCEPT OR

REJECT THE
LEADERS

important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse the
'stomach, remove the sour, undigested
land fermenting roods ana tout gases;
take the excess bile from the liver and
carry out of the system the constipated waste matter and poison in the
.bowels.
No odds how sick, headachy, bilious
land constipated you feel, a Cascaret
tonight will Btralghten you out by
'morning. They work while you sleep.
box from your druggist will
A
keep your head clear, stomach sweet
for

CORN

ENCOURAGED

AND

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

Phone 100 and 35 W.

BEANS
UP

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Majestic Cafe

terests.
Progressive mayors were
elected in Ithaca. Syracuse and Johns
Mown and in a number of second sizea
nutn itisa And thm was all wun-out Roosevelt as a candidate or evsn
in the field as a speaker.

Pasadena, Cal., Nov. 15. Because
Thompson of 139 Summit avenue
has been painfully methodical cutting
the salt mackerel served his family
every Sunday and Thursday morning
for 14 years, he may lose the big toe
of his left foot.
Mr. Thompson has never once varied his custom, when the
fish breakfast were set before him of
pointing the head of the mackerel to
the left while dividing It into equal
parts for the five persons at the table;
giving the tail piece to the person at
his right, the second piece to the next
person and so on around the board.
The head of the house, who is a
widower, stands while this operation
lis going on. Miss Ella Thompson, his
sister and housekeeper, occupies the
chair to his right. Twice a week she
earts the tail of the fish. The un
varied system of distribution, rather
jthan objection to her portion, got on
'her nerves to the extent that she rebelled this morning.
asked
she plaintively
"Albert,"
"haven't I served you faithfully for
;the past 14 years?"
"You certainly have, Ella; you
have," said Mr. Thompson,
up in surprise.
"Aa re'ward, then, for my indus-!tr- y
and loving care since I became
ycur housekeeper, will you please
one question?"
"Bless my soul, Ella, what are you
.driving at?"
Miss Thompson steeled herself for
ithe attack. "You helped me to exact-- I
y 1,456 mackerels tails, and never to
anything else. Will you give me some
other part of the fish this morning,
r will it be necessary for me to trade
Beats with some one else to get it?"
A. A.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

semi-weekl- y

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of (be Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Peeoi
Valley. I, TOO feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be round
eleewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, aft
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Recent!

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
i
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
c Fer particular!

and illustrated

address,

COL.JAS.W.WlLLSON,Sopt.
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GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
PHONE 19W.

N

,

In Washington the death rate is
Amerigreater than that of forty-oncan cities with a population exceeding
100,000. Congress is responsible for
Washington. The citizens havj no

be amazed at the radiance of the mod- em home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike' to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWERli
' OTMINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
the
um cleaner ready
fray, your
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN &

m

FUNERAl DIREC
License Nombers,

Open Day and Night.

NOBBIEST

Best Equipped, Most Modern.

Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO
3

SANTA FE,

LOPEZ,

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

PROP.

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hack! and Baggage Transfer.

NEW MEXICO.
&

the
Complete returns
agricultural department show that the m tmruvutnnru uinnnnruinni uurvnp
corn crop this year is 2,4G3,017,000, as 5
compared with 3,124,746,000 bushels
last year. The price of corn this year
is 70.7. as compared with 58.4 last
year. The corn price is renecieu, ui
course, in the price of pork Into whicn
most of the corn is converted, and
this accounts in part for the increasing
cost of meat.

v:

of

gathered by

i

$11.80 to $12.26.

WIFE HIRES HER
HUSBAND FROM
Jamesville, Wis.. Xov.. 15. Convict
under the Wisconsin labor commit- .
ment law for nonsupport, Edward
a tailor, is in a preculiar condi
tion. His wife made the complaint j
and prosecuted the case, and when he
was convicted and turned over to the
Sheriff to find employment for the
next 12 months she hired him and announced she would open a tailor shop.
Vnde.r the state law she must pay
the sheriff his salary, and in return
will receive the money back, minus
his living expenses.
In the meantime Arason must live a
life of sobriety, for any one selling him
liquor will be prosecuted, and should
he evade the law he will be recaptured
and sentenced to state prison. Meanwhile he lives at home.
Arn-son-

Every Woman

ASK FOR TICKETS

SH1PY0UR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE

NEW YORK

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR
THE REAL ARTICLE!
NO COMPOUND!

full line of Pure
Maple Syrup
and
Cane Syrup to spread
on the
Delicious Cakes
it makes !
A

WARNER'S
HOME-MAD-

BREAD,

E

are handled exclusively

by

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

The

Best
Route

piy

to Torrance thence.

East
rtMWwp or
West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft, El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

e owing i
S
a few days we will open A
STUDI0at 249 San Francisco Street, underthe
Watch for
personal supervision of Mr. Gray.
the opening announcement.
FIRST-CLAS-

In

PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,

us

GET THE HABIT!

Is Interested and snonld,
know about the wonderful

THE
A ak yrmrdruinrist for
ft. If he cannot supply the MARVEL.
accept no otner, one
send stamp for book.
brvel(U..44 E. 23tfSta.lt

Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.

FRESH

ALSO

THE SHERIFF

Main.

Next Door to Postofflce.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

REGULAR MEALS.

IS)

Potatoes this year come to 328,550,-00bushels as compared with 320,647,-oolast year, and the price this year
is 69.6 as compared with 45.5.
Wheat this year is 753,233,000 bushels as compared with 730,2G7.,000, and
the price this year is 77, as compared
with 83.8.
as
Hay is this year G3,4C0,000 tons,
compared with 72,691,000 of last year,
and the price has advanced from

i JO

Day or Nijk

M-4-

SHORTOBDERHESTflURRNT
r

e

vote.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would

THE

0

1,456 FISH TAILS

"

$2.50

.

oasiiiK, cutting
I
iUlU a Kash.

day morning.
plans.
BY INJUNCTION
James E. Irvine, of the firm of Irvine
Beach, California,
& Itaithel, Long
The lettre de bache in vogue pre '
WOULD AVOID SON
druggists has been greeting his many vious to the fall of the bastile had
friends here for a few days.
very little or our lninugraiiuu ia..o
Columbus, Ind., Nov. 15. A suit the
John Hyatt has commenced the er- - administered, according to Louis Post,
ONCK
Wllite
antinr, rt a flllP
the new assistant secretary of labor. like of which lawyers here say has
residence on Zinc avenue near Hem- A man or woman can be grabbed and never before been brought in Indiana,
lock street. The structure will cost buried under the present law without and perhaps not. elBewhere, was filed
between three and four thousand dol- recourse Just about as easily as was in the Brown Circuit Court at Nashlars, and is being built by E. E. the habit under the famous French ville.
Moran.
In the suit Collin McCord, a farmer
j
process.
near here, seeks to perpetually enjoin
Mayor John Corbett, president of the
and the
A hrleht voune man who used to be liis son, Charles R. McCord,
Bank of Deming, H. H. Kelly, presi
daughter Ruth,
dent of the Deming National Dann, aenretarv to Congressman McKlnley latter's
cam from staying at or visiting his home
and .1. G. Cooper, cashier of the First who ran Taft's
State bank, are attending the meet- naien. is now acting as secretary to without invitation.
The plaintiff alleges that the defend
ing of the State Bankers' Association the Republican congressional commitat Albuquerque.
tee. His name is John Eversman. He ants camped down on him and his aged
H. II. Jones and family of HecJncK wns a nroteee of Uncle Joe Cannon. wife, both of whom are over 70 years
la., have leased a home on Spruce jJonn ls preaching the gospel of "get old, on March 12, 1912, and refuse to
street, nnd w 11 be here to occupy it in together" to the Progressives, how be ousted, notwithstanding the plain(he course of a few days.
can we ever get back into office if we tiff has only a small farm and cannot
of the Deming don't get together, says John "And afford to Bupport
A large number
the defendants.
hunters have returned from the Gila look at the jobs the Democrats are
region in the Black Range, and each grabbing off." he adds.
one is loaded with their full share
B1IAND.
X
of deer and other game. One tine bear
LsdlMl Atk your Iratftt for i
HrudA
Progressive party leaders are greatChl.ehes.tiSl!Hsna
is among the bunch shot by Harry
metallic!
and
Hold
JMIUln
R4
elections.
the recent
boxes, seated with Blue Ribbon.
Hubbard. Every party reports a royal ly encouraged by
It was an encouraging surprise. The
Uronlit. AskforOIII.eifrs.TEItS
igood time.
came
DIAMOND It RAND PILLS tot 8ft
party
vear known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
Dr. R. H. Bailey, manager of the fact that the Progressive
third
party
the
and
Republican
second
com-SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
'Portales Valley Land and Loan
in Massachusetts, where the line-u- p
j
pany, visited his old friend H. R. Bush,
clearcut, lias been accepted as
j
manager of the Deming Lumber com was
g
otner tnings, Dr. tsauey muot oiBniik,flnt. The. old Republican
Even more
said, ''I was in Deming three years party is certainly doomed.
twenty-thre- e
ago, and am surprised beyond measure significant is the fact that
to thn
elected
were
Progressives
at the marvelous growth and developI shall New York legislature in a campaign
ment you are making hero.
nil
Sulzer issue
spend most of my time while here in where Tammany and the
inthe
overwhelming
were
SANITARY
apparently
absorbing as much of the Deming

spirit as I can possibly carry, and
take it back to my home town. You
are sure a hummer Xo nlace in New
Mexico, in my opinion, could grow
n
'..n.!....
on
linn ....11....
aiJJJitro ou pri icviij as tuuiu .l.t
tuiicj,
unless it be my own home valley. You
have an unlimited water supply and
good soil, and a set of people that for
their cohesiveness could not be dupli-cteon earth. I am going home, glad
that I have been here."
Deming merchants are in receipt of
advices from San Francisco which say,
"The past week our market for pink
beans has advanced quite sharply,"
which will be of keen interest to the
iMimbres Valley farmers who are
threshing the finest beans ever grown
anywhere.
The Farmers' Institute at the court
house tonight will be a meeting of
great importance, as it will then he
ware-- j
(decided concerning a farmers'
house and the new oil schedule for
next year will be taken up and discussed which is an Item of great

and Meat, $3.50 per

. . .
Ground Charcoal, . . .
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
ofCorn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa,

PRICE

MAKE HER TIRED

Business Solicited.'
::

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,

(By (iilson Gardner.)
thought It would
No
lwal right away, so
"Washington, D. C, Nov. IS.
Preai-when I picked him
compromise will be accepted by
up and washed his
(dent Wilson on currency legislation.,
head I put omo
The senate has won its first point in
on Hand hu
the
at
soon wua playing
seriously delaying legislation
will
i
j
The next
Ujsain.
special session. The president
moniinK there was
eive the senate a chance to accept his
over
a
It, but
scab
bill or reject it. He may be defeated
iftr a fi!W days It began lo ftwtor and oilier
(latlv and get no currency legislation,
at
vmiiw ramo near It. They commenced
he will not accept a compromise , l.i-- i neck and gradually spread to the top of
.....
onr!- thP
11IUIM1IS.
iJtJll I ,v.p,v.
.....,1.,.nn4al.
ulcerated
0,1 a,ly ul
was
like
his head. Tho eruption
iuiiumra".
gentle
their little insides need
street proposition goes l.Lnples and Itched and Irritated him awVanderlip-Wal- l
cleansing, too.
to fundamentals.
fully, especially at night, when he would
and dig his head. I had hard work
His
t
keep him from scratching them.
A breach is widening between SenARE
PINK
out where tho sores wore thickest.
fell
h..;.'
Wilson.
President
ator O'Gorman and
"The sores looked rod and mattoratcd. I
IN
GOING
The fact that Dudley Field Malone, had all his hair cut close to liis head so I
.
of
of
the port
could get the Cuticura Ointment on well
jiist appolnted poiiector
night and morning and I washed his head
Deming, X. M Nov. 15. Judge C. j New York, is O'Gorman's
well with the Cuticura Soap. In two weeks
C. Hogers officiated at a wedding cere- jdoeg not bridge the chasm. O'Gorman
it was healed nicely and In three woeks ho
mony at the court house w eonesuay g,1DDorteQ McCall, the Tammany canwas cured and there Is not even a sear."
the contracting parties, dtdate for mayor of New YorK. i nat ; CSigned) Mrs. A. B. Wolters, Dec. 17, 1012.
afternoon,
being Mr. Frank Howard or New York is about all that is necessary to say
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
support- - ' 50c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
and Miss ..Mamie Hoydston, of Arkan of O'Gorman. His
sas. The young people will make their ed Mitchel and stood loyally with the each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book.
Cuticura. Dept. T.Boston."
home in Deniing.
administration. O'Gorman is one of
WMon who shave and shampoo with CuMr. and Mrs. C. V. Anderson have a Wall street's stumbling blocks in the
ticura
Soap will find it btst for skin anil scalp.
currency
new voter at their home, born Thurs- way of the administration

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

ETYour

o. Itox .W, Griienvillc, Cal.- "Last
my laliy boy. two and a half years old,Ml and hit t ho hack if hishradon theduor-

V.

15, 1913.

Tall

POTATOES SHORT.

o

GENERAL

Eruption Like Ulcerated Pimples.
Itched and Irritated Awfully. Hair
Fell Out. Cuticura Soap and Ointment Cured in Three Weeks.

THE PRESIDENT WILL GIVE THE SEN-

NOVEMBER

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone

box now.

d

1

en

lllir ,ZZ,Z':LZ1M

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE

CURRENCY

Are you keping your liver, stomach
and bowels clean, pure and fresh with
Cascarets or merely forcing a passageway every few days with salts- cathartic pills or castor oil? This is

SAUCE,

baby's

NO COMPROMISE ON

Cure Sick Headache, Constipation,
Biliousness, Sour Stomach, Bad
Breath Candy Cathartic.
Get a

,

AND BOWELS

SATURDAY,

modern Grocery
mniuruinnnnuinnnnanrYruutv
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a splendid impression.
dian, has filed notice of intention to small silver gray tarn oshanter hat,
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Air. Crist
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it must be said in all
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and

means
Moneyback
Schilling's Best; and it
means the grocer returns
a dissatisfied customer's
money as quick as he can.
What happens then ?
She isn't dissatisfied ;
can't be.
Who is?

The grocer
Nobody.
has lost nothing, and she
has lost nothing. That's
how we look at it.
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nary before the Colorado Athletic made five yards then Wheeler took
his place. With the ball squarely In
club last night.
Young Abe Attell of Denver, in a front, of (lie posts, Guernsey missed a
fast and furious star bout with Young goal from the thirty three yard line.
Erlenborn, got tho decision in the Yale continued to gain intermittently
Football Games Today,
on rushing but Law's kicking kept the
tenth round.
Yale vs. Princeton.
Frankie Wells of Cincinnati, won all tigers out of further danger and the
Dartmouth vs. Carlisle.
the way from Phil Kearney of Den- - game ended with Guernsey's punt to
Harvard vs. Brown.
to join one of the "weak siBters." As
42
in a
on
Princeton
the
ver,
Baker
line.
yard
preliminary.
Chicago vs. Minnesota.
the Tigers are far from the worst
A
I
Kansas vs. Nebraska.
HOW
looking outfit in the circuit and need
Michigan vs. Pennsylvania.
only a few points strengthened to be PRINCETON AND
HAS
CHICAGO
KING-PIWAS
HE
A
HOW
AND
BECOME
Illinois vs. Perdue.
IN FIRST ARTICLE RITCHIE TELLS OF HIS AMBITION TO
real flag contenders, Tyrus will do
Iowa vs. Ames.
VALE PLAV TO
RIDICULED.
BEST OF IT IN
well to stay here and take chances
Missouri vs. Washington.
I
that things will begin to come DeA TIE, 3 TO 3
By WILLIE RITCHIE
MINNESOTA GAME Northwestern
vs. Indiana.
troit's way again.
Denver vs., Colorado College.
World's Lightweight Champion.
,
Knocks Out the "War."
Yele Feld, New Haven, Conn., Nov.
New Zealand ,all blacks,
vs. All
Northrop Field, Minneapolis, Minn.,
Members Of the Baseball Players' ID. For the second time in two years, Nov. 15.
25,000 enthusiastic Americans (Rugby).
Nearly
wlu have been looking for the
game ended in a football followers crowded Northrup
Oregon .vs. Washington.
ilreal "war'i this' winter, with Cobb tie in which goal kicking was the fea- Field stands this afternoon
witness
to'
,
commander-in-chiefwill
as a sort of
ture. Yaly scored their three points the game between the
FINAL SCORES.
University of
to learn that tne ,,,,
br disappointed
:.Vnrd kirk bv fJiiprnspv in the Minnesota and the
Harvard 37; Brown 0.
of ChiUniversity
ruacn ism i going 10 start anything, second neriod. In the third neriod
Chicago 13; Minnesota 7.
cago, which was to decide the westof the aplnin BaKer saved Princeton from ern
He is one of the
Michigan 13; Pennsylvania 0.
conference championship.
fraternity and it weakens the cause of defeat by dropping a pretty goal from
Cornell 10; Lafayette 3.
won
Minnesota
the
toss
and
defendthe recalcitrant members to have him '.he field frorc tbes,;j2 yard line. As
Washington and Jefferson IS; Unied the west goal. Harris kicked off to
allied with the bosses.
Princeton was a pronounced favorite Barron on the Minnesota
of Pittsburg 6.
versity
line.
Ty himself said to the writer last lH?fore the game, the contest was
Dartmouth
10; Carlisle Indians 35.
24
yards and Gray
summer that he would not be sur- more satisfactory from a Yale stand- - Norgren gained
Colegate, 35; Syracuse, 13.
went through center for a touchdown,
to
the
see
'
between
trouble
play-prised
South Dakota 7; Michigan
oui t than from the opponents, and Russell
Aggies
failing to kick goal.
ers and the magnates and it is certain ;(uve ti,e riues plenty of encourag19.
A
lew
minutes
the
first
later
to
be
him
quar
that the athletes expected
PYt
fnr
Washington, (I; Missouri 1ft.
st,lrrtv'.
with the ball in Chicago's
with them in case there was a squab
Iowa, 45; Ames, 7.
ainst Harvard. Throughout the con- on
own
its
line.
possession
ble. Now it looks as though the
was much Bllerior to
.Indiana, 21; Northwestern, 20.
yale
"
lows who Had been figuring on aoing Piincton in the rushing
Drake, 25; Iowa Normal. 0.
game and
Soon after tne
some holding out will think twice be- - Three times missed goals from th(:
l"arter open- - Western Reserves, 22; Miami, 0.
ied the Mlnnesofa shift gained 12 yards
fore they present any ultimatums field bv a few yards
iui um uupueis.
mree piunges maue BRITISH
which cannot be recalled in a hurry
WILL
it a first down again.
if the magnates call the bluff.
Shaughessy
PLAY TENNIS AGAIN.
Yale Field, New Haven, Conn., JNqv.
to Norgren, whose signal for a
booted
Should Play Well.
15. A burst of cheers came when the
London, Nov. 15. Hugh Lawrence
Ty's present frame of mind ought to Princeton team, headed by Captain fair catch was disregarded, the pen- Doharty, the former lawn tennis chamresult in his playing great ball for Baker raced onto the field. The Yale alty on Minnesota putting the ba.ll on pion, chagrined over the loss of the
line.
Detroit next year. He certainly bat- - team with Captain Ketcham appeared Chicago's
Davis cup and the lack of promising
Russell made down as left tackle, talent among British
ami not far behind and the Yale stands
lea in sensaiionm style in in
players, intends
on
a fake kick, Norgren sprinted to
did other brilliant work, but it was rocked under the shouts. Just before and
the game as one of Eng-- :
Hie Ritchie, his sister,
Rita, and
to see that at times he was dis 2 o'clock Referee Langford called the to the Gopher's
line. On two Iflml's lirmou in an otto..
easy
s
Billy Nolan, snapped while
"m"c
gusted with the way things were go captains to the center of the field and
back the cup next year. Since Doher- on Nolan's California ranch.
ins and could not summon the Bame the coin was tossed for cnoice ot posi-- ;
gava up the title of champion in
They have just returned from an out"
f
wSfi
enthusiasm in his efforts for the team tion, which Princeton won, choosing!"
1907 he has been seen
infre- and Willie is telling
only
had done in the latter years.
that
he
as
an
or
to defend the north goal.
nibrom
removed Because
her of his luck.
iquently in public but his game is said
A
Maroon
forward pass failed still to entitle him to be regarded as
Yale kicked off in the face of a brisk injury.
RUBE WADDELL STRICKEN
V
wind, On the first line up Law punted and the ball was Minesota's on its in the front rank.
FIRST ARTICLE.
jiron, that will, down there near the sinking In deep on us smaller boys.
PLAGUE
WHITE
WITH
own
line.
Minnesota kicked
And what deep bellows of worship for
solar plexus.
high and far, the ball rolling out on
When 1 think of the puny lad I was
line
Yale's 29 yard line. The period ended the oval to the Chicago
Often when I'm fighting nowadays the fellows that won, for the lads who
It will not pay you to waste your
and my ambition to be a
15.
In
Nov.
Minn..
Russell dodged back ten yards
Minneapolis,
I feel it ngain like that like an iron were climbing!
with the ball in Yale's possession
I laced on my
a
of
week
thai
along about the time
his
belief
of
with
it. Mattern was hurt and A. Bier-- time wrting out your legal forms
ago
spite
are
the
blows
anchor
of
Held.
center
when
the
the
...
coming
All
in
i
time
the anchor
the pit
that
,.,h
when you can get them already print- UrSl g,IOve it IIHVC IU Biuiitr. t.
jl rawwc
hard os mule kicks and the crowd of my stomach wm? growing "Harder, he was suffering from only a slight
Yale kicked to Princeton's five, ward man took his place. The period end
a preposterous hope for a little runt to seems
e! at the Isew Mexican Printing cod
of bronchitis, George F. Wad line and
attack
ed
with
on
the
ball
me.
behind
bis
Chicago's
against
and muscles getting bigger and quick
standing
goal,
cherish.
"HUJ.
dell, famous as a baseball
pitcher. ;i.nw returned the ltnll tn the hlne'H line.
That is a boy's most priceless pos- er.
There I was a skinny kid with a
and known everywhere as "Rube" uxi. ,..,,,
or
Call
it
"will"
"ambition"
session.
Score:
ax n.,
Chicago, 6; Minnesota, 0.
ii,
chicken-breast- ,
I vat, going to be in the van.
juiu
taking myself ser- or "heart." But
to
Final Score: Chicago, 13; Minnekeep it unbroken il was Improving rapidly with tlw gloves Waddell, left Minneapolis last night at
Finally a penalty gave Ynle the ball
iously as a future boxer to the amuse- you want to be a
begin a battle with tuberculosis
in school, Ihere were fewer
on the Princeton 32 yard line. Dunn sota, 7.
now.
ment of the entire neighborhood. I in
laughs
San Antonio, Texas.
I
an office, or in the prize ring.
hit center for two yards and Alns-- j
was ea".ng behind the other
b iyfl
used to, look at that chicken breast in
A short time ago a story was cur
worth made first down on a Minnesota MICHIGAN ELEVEN
let
to
this
who
reads
want
boy
who
every
with
all
loafed
and
head
smoked
and
shake
tasted
and
the mirror
my
rent, that "Rube" had fallen a vicNew Mexican Want Ads. always
OUTPLAYS
PENNSYLVANIA.
the feeling that I had been especially that sink in deep. And remember that men's vices until their eyes lost fresh- tim to the white plague. At that time shift formation. Knowles was thrown
bring results. Try It.
ness and their fingers yellowed with he Bcoffed at the idea and said he at right end for no gains and Wilson
elngled out by black misfortune.
made only three yards on a forward
It is dissipation which most quickly nicotine.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov.-1But I had ambition.
Sprinkwas suffering from nothing more seles of rain fell as the teams faced
And I found that ambition can put breaks this anchor. Giving up to bad
1 used to look for
in my adver- rious than a severe cold, contracted pass.
that
habits
is
Iron
like
each
went
other.
as
rust,
eating away saries. I always felt that I had an while on a
Yale's drop kicker,
Young kicked off to Lyons
quick, thick muscles over bones
hunting trip in northern in Guernsey,
well as accomplish other wonderful the will power to get what you want easy mark when t saw a kid's fingers Minesota. Since
for Knowles and scored a field goal and Michigan tried Pennsylvania's
then he has been
most.
things.
with the yellow stain. Short in the growing steadily weaker, and has been from the thirty yard mark. Score; line with success. Five' plays netted
When It's gone a man gives up. Any- wind, it said.
We had fight for breakfast, Junch
the Wolverines' 20 yards before MichYale 3; Princeton 0.
And when his eyes were in bed for several
days at his home
one
who
can
loses veiled and heavy out at
and dinner in our neighborhood.
To
whip him. The boy
Yale was penalized fifteen yards for igan was penalized for holding. Avery
not here. He will go to the home of his
night,
box well was to be king in the old it is doomedto failure.
no staying quality, no sister at San Antonio,
Saturday, November 15th
where it is illegal tackling and it was the Tigers' intercepted a forward pass and PennClean red blood from clea living enough sleep,
Mission district. And I wanted to be
was the story.
That
ne will regain his shattered ball on the bull dogs 34 yard line. sylvania punted. Back came Michigan
punch.
inopea
.
Is
king-pinessential to the will that carries
"That kid's a comer," they said. health. His physician said tonight Streit gained three yards through cen- five, eight, ten and twelve yards on
HE WILL TAKE YOU TO THE
That was about the time Jimmy toys to the top.
Then Hughitt gained 31
of recovery are ter and Glyck made five more. Then each play.
Waddeil's
chances
that
It
was
than
better
to
smoke
cigaret
Uritt was the idol of every boy in San
Cigaretes, drink laziness, giving hear them
Gait
a
the
13
hit
line
forward
for
yards.
pass
LAUBHING STATION
yards
better
than very slight. Even under the most fa- Guernsey intercepted
say that;
Francisco. There were other great away to fits of temper, lack of wholefrom
booze. You see, I was climbing toward vorable circumstances, he said, it. is and punted out of danger. That end- and the ball rested ten yards
wm. m
in
Hanlon, some exercise and all other form? of the king-pinthe
score
further
ed
to
all chance
Pennsylvania's goal. On the third
doubtful if "Rube" will ever be able
, dissinntinn
making the body flabby
and Bitch
k
......
... .1
first half.
play Craig scored a touchdown. Pat,, V.V...O.I4
r
Johnny aim Tilling u witn poisons, carry mm
'
Waddell
Is
wills
built strong bodies. The
not optimisitc.
himself
Strong,
It was a glum looking lot of Prince- terson kicked goal. Score end first
.
id .a score of quickly to the bottom.
others went flabby; they stooped and He says he- Is going to try his best, ton players that went after the Blue period:
;
'
erful muscles, ,That fg what I have learned In the
whined and cursed their but fears he will fail.
sagged,
in the third period. Yale kicked off
';
Michigan, 7; Pennsylvania, 0.
me.
.:.
,
f'iht game,
u..t oi me sainny lads like
iuck." ThOPe who kept the rust from
.
to Law, who came back to his thirty- Final Score: Michigan, 13; Pennsyl'
first
n
!
tlie
When
"When they laughed at me, good
began putting
the anchor laughed and held good
yard mark and then punted; Wilson, vania, 0.
RIUERA AND BACA
naturedly or with jeers, the older gloves, I'd rafc. together enough money jobs.
returned the kick twelve yards .to
to
attend the regular Friday night I had discovered what made a fight
fellows, something way down deep
mark. Brown took S. HARVARD BEATS BROWN
AT
(Yale's
ALBUQUERQUE
old
San Francisco er what made the
under my ribs got busy making over exhibitions at the
Baker's place at Princeton's right end.
IN ONE SIDED GAME.
my body to fit the fight game, straight- Athletic club. What fights they were!
next punt was a touch
.
On November 17, Monday next there!,Guernsey's
(Continued Monday.1)
ening out my breast. It felt hard as What taunts and jeers at failures
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 15. Harwill be some sport in Albuquerque j
Law punted 55 yards, but Wilson ran vard's first score was the result large.b u, i.ue.ea. iu uib
m.i
1914 is not to be made public.
ijback 2() of them the princeton ends ly of Italian's sensational end runNEBRASKA
Santa Fe.
CAPTAIN IS OUT COBB SIGNS UP
overruning their man again. On the ning. Brickley made the touchdown
dent Navin says, however, that it is
Yesterday Mark Levy of the Duke second play the big quarterback fooled and Hardwick
kicked goal.
a ainerent flSure thah that which the
City was here and on his return home the
OF THE GAME.
Tigers and ran to the forty-yarBrickley started the second period
h's 113 work, and this took with him Mike Baca and Demon
UITU
TilZtD V Btar 'so'
must be construed to mean that Ty Rivera who will take part in the con- - line. He was easily the star of the by making a placement kick from the THIS COP'S BEAT IS A BIG SCREAM
has been given an advance. He cer- - te8ts Monday night. It is the plan game thus far. Guernsey tried a drop 48 yard line. A forward pass, Mahan
By ALGLSTIN MAC HUGH
line. The ball to Hardwick, was followed by a ten
kick from the
t0" to
THIS SPIKES THE GUNS OF THE PRATER-put Baca against Battling Torres carried the distance, but was wide.
!ai"',ytJV0U!d, "V,eel.B0 fri?dly
and Rivera will be pitted again Benny The next two kicks saw the Princeton yard run, giving Harvard a second JUST PURE FUN.THAT'S ALL
THE
PLAYERS OPPOSING
NITY OF
touchdown. Again Hardwick kicked
ur. Navin must have given Cobb a Chavfs.
ends
Wilson in his tracks, the goal.
COUNTED A vel'y straightforward talk in New York
COBB WAS
Another feature of the evening's This dropping
MAGNATES
tne
Dan
change gave the Tigers
The game ended with the ball in Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
to have brought him around to this sport will be a ten round bout between '32
from the line. A forward pass Rrnwn'a nncsootilrtn nn her
yards
LEADER AMONG THEM.
, 1. .
w"
..
twenty SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
t
frame of mind, for there were times Pierce Mathews and Mantell.
I
Tl .. .
'
Score: Harvard
37;
last year when the southerner didn't
This is the first time young Rivera
1.1I...J
CURTAIN AT 9 O'CLOCK.
JO..lyar1
(By K. A. Batchelor, In Detroit Free hesitate to say that he was tired of has fought away from home but all mark, tieing tne score, ine rinceion
playing here and anxious to get away. his friends look for a good showing rooters went crazy. Score: Yale, 3;
Press.)
The club president evidently made it from the youngster who has develop- Princeton, 3.
Organized baseball spiked one of
the biggest guns of the Baseball Play- clear to him that he is getting as ed remarkably since his first appearGuernsey and Law exchanged punts
ance here a few weeks ago. It is like- as the last period started. Then with
ers' fraternity when President Navin much money here as he could possibly
some
the
of
this
treatment
of
fans
that
and
his
that
ly
fight
fine interference AiiiBWorth ran thirty
Electrically
and Tyrus R. Cobb reach an agree- get anywhere
ment at the time of the world's series has been generous and fair at all city will go to Albuquerque and take yards, being downed on the Princeton
Equipped !
in
matches.
the
six yard line. The tigers fought gamein New York, under the terms of times.
in
Yale
but
yards
himself
eight
ly
announced
Cobb
gained
which
ready
Cobb may have harbored the de YOAKUM WINS BY
three downs. Wilson tried a forward
to sign his 1914 contract at any time.
KNOCKOUT FROM HART. pass to Avery but the play was blockwas
held lusion that he would be allowed to go
Although this conference
ed and Princeton
recovered for a
several weeks ago, news of it has just one of the strong clubs of the league
come to light through a letter which and thus cut in on some world'? ' Denver, Nov. 15. Stanley Yoakum touch back.
Law punted from the twenty yard
the Georgian wrote to President Navin series coin right away. Mr. Navin dis- of East Las Vegas, N. M:j knocked
under date of November 5. In this abused him of this idea and pointed out Eddie Hart of Terre Haute, Ind., mark and a penalty for holding set
missive Cobb, who evidently is tired out that if he left Detroit it would be in the third round of their prelimi- Yale back fifteen yards. Ainsworth
of being constantly placed in the posifri
tion of a disgruntled trouble-makeTwo.Sixtv Standard Model.
states his attitude in very positive
The Greatest motorcycle value
!
terms.
ever achieved. 7 H. P. Twin
equipped with Electric Head Light. Electric Tail Lilht, Electric Signal,
He writes in part as follows:
Rear Drive SpeedometTwo Seti Storage Batteries and
er. Price $260.00. Ste Catalog for detailed deacription.
Dear Mr. Navin:
Since seeing you In New York and
reaching an understanding as to our.
position, I have been thinking how
It
I could show my appreciation.
-seems to me that we have reached a perfect understanding and I can
say that I cannot ever think that 1
red machines will go out'over the Indian
60,000 brand-newould want to change my playing
' trails
during the coming
greatest motorcycle produchome from Detroit to some other city.
tion in the history of the industry.
As 1 told you when in New York, I
Betteram entirely satisfied with conditions
They will flash forth fully armed with " Thirty-Eigand I want to end my playing days in
ments for 1914 !" Armed with powerful and beautiful Electrical
reThe treatment I have
Captain Leonard Purdy of the Ne- Detroit.
Equipment! Armed with a New Standard of Value which must
overturn all existing ideas of motorcycle worth.
braska eleven is out of the game with ceived in Detroit has been the very
completely
a strained tendon, but if Nebraska best, the fans have treated me fine
All
standard Indian models for 1914 come equipped with electric
wins the Missouri valley conference and I will be loyal to my club.
head
light, electric tail light, two sets high amperage storage bator
cona
lot
stories
been
There have
championship it will be due, in no
electric signal, Corbin - Brown rear-driv- e
speedometer.
teries,
few
me
the
weeks.
past
during
small measure, to the plucky little cerning
You cannot fully realize the 1914 Indian without a thorough atudy of the 1914
halfback. Purdy is one of the best and I want to say right now that I
Indian Catalog.
It makes plain a host of compelling Indian facta that all
line buckers in the conference. He is have never instigated them and their
men can consider to their real profit. Send for the 1914 Indian
playing bis third season. His elec- origin Is entirely unknown to me.
Catalog the most interesting volume ot motorcycle literature you ve ever read.
we reached
The understanding
tion as captain this year followed two
The 1914 line of Indian Motocydet consists of :
years of great work in 1911 and 1912. pleased me Immensely, and I will
S200.00
It was his brain, coupled with that of surely give my heart to playing with
4 H.P. Single Service Model
225.00
7 H.P. Twin
Regular Model
Towle, that gave the Cornhuskers a Detroit next year. My whole aim is
Frank Morrison, secretary of the American Federation of Labor, attending the annual convention at Seattle,
260.00
Standard Model.
7 H.P. Twin
to do all I can for you and the team is the Beau Brummel of organized labor in America. '
t....
victory orer Minnesota.
260.00
7 H.P. Twin Light Roadster Model
and, believe me, I am strong for DeMorrison comes down to breakfast in a
suit, which is so nearly like evening clothes that many who
275.00
7 H.P. Twin Two Speed, Regular Model
troit and yOH. I certainly do not see him so arrayed at 8 in the morning jump morning
to the conclusion that he hat been out all night.
300.00
MIKE GIBBONS FINDS
7 H.P. Twin Two Speed, Tourist Standard Model
to
want
change.
t
MARTY ROWAN EASY.
7 H.P. Twin Hendee Special Model (with Electrio Starter) 325.00
vest shows a frilled shirtfront of finest linen.
Morrison's morning suit is of black broadcloth, and the
Prices F.O.B. Factory
May Be Several Weeks.
The morning suit is "correct."
New York, Nov. 15. Mike Gibbons
The secretary is credited with belrg one of the smoothest politicians In the federation. He looks like a
It may be several weeks before the
of 8t Paul, defeated Marty Rowan of
rein
Brooklyn In the second round of what Peach signs his name to the contract, clergyman. He is less popular with the rank and file in the west than the east, because of his supposed
bout in but this Is only an empty formality, actionary leanings. He is opposed to "industrial unionism."
was to have been a
In the photograph Morrison Is the central figure. On his right is Frank Noshang, of Albany, N. Y president
Gladly Given by
Brooklyn 'last night Rowan's seconds now that he and his employer have
threw up a sponge when they saw that agreed on the terms. The exact of the Journeymen Barbers' International Union ef America, and on his left is Jacob Fischer, of Indianapolis, the
union haircut.
.
money which Tyrus is to receive for Barbers' secretary. They art inspecting Morrison's head to see if he has
a knockout was inevitable.
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A. S. KIRK PATRICK, Agent.

Catalogue or Information

"NEEL" or k'JCIRK,"

Either.

N6VEMBER

SATURDAV,

i
X

SALERoomina House, completely furnished,

lo-

good

PERSONALS

-

rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
cation,
12.00
FOR RENT Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
ner' month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Bonds.
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety
18

I

Six-roo-

Five-roo-

ADOLF

REDUCTION

THIS WEEK'S

IN ALL

SELIGIN

MEN'S AND BOYS'

Apo-jdac- a

DRY

CO,

GOODS

SPECIALS

READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95 worth $18.

MILLINERY

All Wool

MRS.W.

210 SAN FRANCISCO

WATCH

I

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS,

OUR

WINDOWS.
PHONE

ST.

180.

-

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico
119 San Francisco St.,

inn

BIG

the
tion and predicted ruin
the city today.
if liberty were given to the islands.
State Engineer .lames A. French reSumming up his belief of what Philturned last evening from a short trip
ippine independence would mean, he
to AtibiKjuerque,
said:
State Senator V. M. McCoy of
"Turn the country over now, or ten
He
llountaiimir, is here on business.
from now, to the Filipinos to
(years
t
;is registered at lie .Montezuma.
govern, and the reputable business
LINDHARDT
M.
B.
.Mrs. K. H. Haoa and Mrs.
men, mindful of Aguinaldo's demand
left for OJo Calienle on a visit :for his share of the war booty when
125 Palace Ave.
to Mr. and .Mrs. Antonio u. vargas.
Manila was taken; ot the attempted
fleorge Blunt and wile lett this even- confiscation of the lands of the relig-,.,,,.
ine for an extended visit In C aliiornia ,
f ,i.o
,i
,.ni
and expect to be gone several weeks
of the proposal to tax
g,miallv;
REMr. and Mrs. C. W. Miller and Will- foreigners
as such: or the torturing HOPE ABANDONED FOR
COVERY OF MISS BESTNER.
liam Healy, of Providence, K. I., are of friars and other Spaniards and
sightseers registered at, the De Vor-- Filipinos, as well in order to extort
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 13.
gas.
(money from them: of the widespread
abandoned
ft. II. Hannn. justice of the supreme
brigandage, the rapings, the. official Hope was this afternoon
,
court, and Mrs. Ilanna, are expected y authorized and directed murder- lor ihe revueery of Miss Kliza
a graduate nurse, who was struck
back tomorrow from an extended visit ing and the burying alive which
in Che east.
limine the neriod of umlis- - bv a motorcycle here last evening,
J. W. Johnson, bridge engineer in tmbed Filipino rule, will fold their hil on her way home.
dm state engineer's office, returned! tents like the Arabs and quietly steal
lust evening from a trip of inspection !awa
Ther,, will remain that peeul
I'ndiT forest regulations in Colon)
to the new Belen bridge.
jjar class of business men. who as hia, rubber gatherers are required to
Mrs. P.. H. Porter, prominent. work-;tnFilipinoi? put it, lish only in tronb-je- igive Hip trees a year's rest in tapping
in the Episcopal mission at Espa-'i,- ,
wilt.rs. They will not lack good ithem tor gum. The size, number, and
nola, is the guest of Rev. Mr. and !flsl,in(; ground."
.location of (he incisions are regulated
Mrs. Leoliidas Smith on Palace ave- by law. In the United Slates similar
nue.
'JAPANESE CAUSE IS
(regulations are in force in the tapping
Governor "William C. McDonald ra
ADVOCATED BY T AFT. of pines for turpentine on the Florida
.turned yesterday afternoon from Al
Inatioual forest.
K,. Asserting
buqueriu, where lie attended the ban
Washington, Nov.
Bank
Mexico
i;net given by the New
Scotch pine is Hie
'Ithnt the .lananese government had
The
iers' association.
ir.,iii,fiiv ltvl mi to its treatv obliera principal tree in the Prussian forests,
was
li. G. Randall, the Taos banker,
;Uong jy ke(,I)hlJ, its ,.00iie Iau01. iron, ills
lod is nnicli like that of ihe westin the city last evening en route home Aln(J.k,a
former President ern yellow pine of the Tailed States.
snores,
.
.
AT
iiwnint-miulinro ho hnn
.i
uiMii rtiwuviuvi.r,
'Tan, in nu andresH uoiore me inhuuii,
tended the meetings of the State)
UP0RTah,c sodHy here today, de-nourishing forest school
!
Banker's association.
j,mred that the United States Kovern-Japan by
!"- t-t inust
wilh tne plaR8 of ,...1:1.
,m
I

(C. A. BISHOP. PROP.)
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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OF PRESIDENT
San Francisco, Nov. 1."). .Mail ar-- '
from Manila brought!
Samuel EUlodt, former territorial !ariving yesterday
of the farewell speech of Dean
copy
(
trom
hannta.
treasurer, is here
t.'. Worcester, former secretatry of the
Walter Weinman, of Albuquerque, interior
for the Philippines, delivered
was iu the city yesterday for a short
at a banquet here October 1:1, in
time.
which he attacked the Philippine
A. M. Hoy and A. A. Cummins, two
of the Washington administra-well known residents of Taos, are In policy
islands
for
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INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.

Modern Cottage of

FOR SALE

Rooms and Bath.
South about 100

BUY ROOFING

e

THAT IS GUARANTEED FOR

r

feet

on Pal-

ace Avenue.

llest-ner-

i

5

Lot fronts

NOW is

We will sell, within ten days' time, tor $2,800.
time to investigate the above.

the

B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
s8 a ndj , Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.

JOSEPH

"

Room

if IT'S

RH

All ESTATE: HAYWARD

HAS IT.

"

15 YEARS

A

.

REAL ESTATE

pPOp,e,
"Ami,

what
he raid, "no matter
the reckless und unjust acts o!
or
in California
$20,00 thoughtless people
Modern House
elsewhere may be, they should be
Furnished
Light
restrained."
Before a distinguished gathering of
. 17.00
Housekeeping
scientists and government officials,
- room
Furnished
Light
thp former president scouted the
10.00! probability of war between
Japan
Housekeeping
United States, saying it was
the
and
Unfurnished, Nice
the last thing the statesmen of Japan;
18.00 desired.
Neighborhood
"Tlle 0,1,y ull"Kpr of vva,V" ,1P
10.00
- room, Unfurnished
.
added, "lies in our Injustice to me.
Furnished
Light
Japanese. They are fighting the bat.-25.00
Housekeeping
jt)e for trade, and not for conquest or
at
further acquisition ot territory,
modern house, Bouth side, least in this direction."
extra lots for two more houses, gar- j
SiAit Auui.ur.
den, fruit, terms to right man.
I
HUOIOI
in
rHTIh'l
l acres, best farm proposition
Denver, Nov. 15. Slate Auditor
lots of water, good land, five miles
Roady Kenehan returned to Denver
fenced.
f
all
from town,
alfalfa,
today from Seattle where he was atat
$1,300.
sale
tending the annual convention of the
Worth $2,000, For quick
American Federation of,., Labor, to
others
tuclu ,,lt'r,v,a In nnmni'l llim through
Many
supreme court to sign certificates of
We buy, sell, lease or manage prop-lu,
lor uie iiiamramii
lnuentenness
lerty in any part of the United States.
southern Colojrado strike zone, Kenehan declined to
W. N. TOWNSEND,
,
comment on the situation when he
Ground iioor, i.apua.i un.v o
reached his office, merely saying, "the
15
J.
Phone
Building.
matter is in the hands of the court."
Governor Amnions announced today
HAVE
WOULD
OR. COOK
he is preparing to name a wage
that
HIM.
CONGRESS SQUARE
commission to investigate the claims
A
congresWashington, Nov. 15.
or the strikers and the miner owners,
sional investigation of the controversy concerning the earnings of miners.
over who discovered the north pole
Attorney General Farrar, in behalf
is desired by Dr. Frederick A. Cook, of (iovernor Amnions, replied to the
contestant of the honor with Reaf answer of attorneys for Auditor Kene
Admiral Peary, according to a state- han. Arguments in the case will be
ment made by him following his ar- heard Monday at 2 o'clock.
rival here this week. Dr. Cook said
that' he was perfectly willing to submit his claims to a committee of eith- RULE CHANGES
er house of congress.
AT OPERA HOUSE
Dr. Cook declared that although
T
FOR
congress lias never formally recognized Admiral Ps'ary as the discoverer
of the north pole, it did what
The curtain tonight will not go up
amounicd to that when it cre- till a o'clock as it is the Saturday
ate;! him a rear admiral. He intimat- night practice. There is another ined that in the near future a resolu- novation to be observed also and that
tion would be introduced in congress is thai no one will be seated after the
which would bring about the con- curtain goes up until the end of the
act. This, in the future is to be the
gressional investigation.
rule of the bouse. Another thing that
BRITISH STEAMER ON FIRE
...Ml I.n mn,la n
tla lu Ihic ni HplfPtH
GETS BACK TO PORT can ue reiurneu aut?r n uuiutu auu
Savannah, Ca., Nov. 13. The British, any changes must be made at the box
steamship flidia. Captain .McClena-ha'n- UlliUf.
lie lutuiv ui uum.iif, m.v
which sailed' yesterday for Rot ets after the hour mentioned
makes
and
cotton
of
a
with
cargo
terdam
too much confusion and is not fair to
this
lo
hack
port
merchandise, put
others.
morning, on fire.
"Officer Gfiii,'' which ran all last
the
from
miles
When forty
Tybee,
season at the Gaiety theatre in
3
hold
in
No.
by
fire was discovered
City, will be seen at the Elks
the firat officer. The hatches were
theatre
tonight. This play is full of
drove
tiameB
lifted, but the roaring
and melodramatic motricks
risible
were
clamp
(back the crew and covers
a wave;' of shivery
start
ments
that
ed down again while the freighter
other1'
and
turned about and labored hack to port. thrills chasing each to end Inupan undown one's spine only
controllable burst of laughter at the
HAPPY CHILD IN
policeJUST A FEW HOURS funny antics of this particular
man who, in an unguarded moment is
to part with his uniform for a
VVhen Cross, Constipated or If Fever- ii.duced
while the borrower of it
ish Give "California Syrup of Figs . brief period,
is endeavoring to irescue a lady fair
Then Don't Worry.
of complications that
Mothers can rest easy atter giving from the web
woven around her by the
been
have
in
because
of
"California Syrup
Figs,"
fawaste, machinations of an internationally
a few hours all the clogged-u"Officer 6fiG" is
thief.
mous
picture
food
sour bile and fermenting
gently
of the year. It
moves Out of the bowels, and you easily the best farce
that go to make
bave a well, playful child again. Chil- has all the elements
of which Is a
dren simply will not take the time a successful play, least
interest wherein Cupid
from play to empty their bowels, and charming love
matches his wits against the sterm
tl.ey become tightly packed, liver gets
arm of the law and wins af complete
siuggish and stomach disordered.
.
jt
When cross, feverish, restless, see if victory.
delicthis
then
is
give
coated,
tongue
i
COAL MINE
ious "fruit laxative." Children love it,
OWNER INVESTIGATES.
and it cannot cause injury. No differ15,
Colorado Springs,
ence what ails you little one if full
of cold, or a sore throat, diarrhoea, 'Jchn T. Milliken, controlling owner
stomach-ache- ,
bad breath, remember, of the Goden Cycle Mining company,
a gentle "inside cleansing" should al- of Cripple Creek,' which operates the
beways be the first treatment given. Fuil Pike View coal mine here, today
directions for babies, children of all gan a personal investigation of the
aces and grown-up- s
printed on each strike situation. The Pike View mine
i the only one in this district which
bottle.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups. has not signed with the union.
bottle
Ask your druggist for a
It has been suggested that guaya-can- ,
of "California Syrup of Figs," then
a very hard wood of Central Amlcok carefully and see that It is made
blocks to
by the "California Fig Syrup Com- erica, may furnish shuttle
dogwood and' persimmon,
pany' We make no smaller size. supplement
Hand back with contempt any other now most used, and in danger of beexhausted.
'coming
fig syrup.
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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BARGAINS

WEEK'S OFFERINGS:
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Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIO WM.
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W.H.

ILFELD.'

WICK HAM
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KCK Coming

ANYTHING YoXT
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at
BUY

FROM US. VE 5ELL
GOOD STUF- FCANT AFFbHP TO
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,
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V,
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LET ANYDO YOU THINK TOR A MINUTE WE COULD AFFORD TO
OR
6TORE DISSATISFIED,
BODY GO AWAY FROM OUR HARDWARE
WE WANT PEOPLE TO COME
WITH ANYTHING TO KICK ABOUT?
CAN'T AFBACK AGAIN WE WANT CUSTOMERS FOR LIFE, AND WE
PATRONS.
FORD TO MISREPRESENT THINGS OR DISAPPOINT OUR
LET US
IF YOU HAVE A KICK AT ANYTHING YOU BOUGHT FROM US,
GOOD.
KNOW IT. WE ARE HERE TO STAY AND WANT TO MAKE
--

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

PHONE 14.

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

14

PHONE

ash

uy For

!

:M Flour
Hay,a Grain
and let
us show you.
trial
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Guaranteed

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

-

-

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

UNITED

STATES

BANK
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GO.

TRUST

Does a General Banking Business.
J11Mil,
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Your Patronage Solicited
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N. B. LAIGHLIN,

President.

J.

j
if

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

HAND-PAINTE- D

CHINA

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my ctore. There are articles to appeal to everyoneetc.steins,
The
Smoking 5ets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases,
Articles
China
see
Please
to
call
the
reasonable.
are
prices
before the best pieces have been sold,

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

isn't tlnnc
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New-Yor-
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it in llio

li-

I'ialil.
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Host, in
onus, is )rojorly

'nunili'ol

inn! Hit'

Who are you ?

jmior

oluit'f lakoii out. I'rosorv-o- l
in its iiroiiiii it is always tis frosli ami fragrant as just i'roiii llio

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
of
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whitfs
In the clouds
from
honk"
"honk
up
a
strident
Does
fires?
brush
distant
In other words, are
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock?
come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman? If so,
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
fire evry time and
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure
their advice will save you needless expense and wcrry.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

roaslci-- .

'

or

satisfaction

Unqualified
moneyback.

Headquarters

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New

yes to waste yout
your legal forme
them already printMexican
Printing

The Reliable Hardware Store.

Company,

For quick results, a
little "WANT."
Work for the New Mexican. It !
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state-- .

LIMBER, LATH, CEMENT,

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - -

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

AND MOULDING

I

J,

SAWYER

Francisco St.

22 J San

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

WINDOWS, DOORS

Pnon;

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

SADDLE PONIES.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

206 W

SANTA FE, N. M.

aHENRY KRICKe
OF

DISTRIBUTOR

KAUNE

8

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
.

Where

1

Colo.-Jjlov-

SAN FlANCISCOiTEEET.

work

itn.1

In. 5.
;

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Give us

01

TO-NIGH-

prac-tica'l- y

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

is a noodles

kid miisiinoo;

(il'ilhlilljr

;
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YOU WONT HAVE

.

Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality

CAKES AND

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Water.
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral
Santa Fe, New Me.
TELEPHONE 35 J

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

EDWARD P. DA VIES,
City Attorney.
'

Isfies.
i

"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"

8

Santa Fe, New Mexlet

Chat. F. Eailey,

.

Chat,

K.

Ettley

EASLEY

EA'JLF.Y,
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Practice in tne Courtt and befert
Laud Department.

Lsnd grants and titles examine.
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office, Etta
cia, N. M.
G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor t Law.
Practices in all the District Court,
and gives special attention to cat
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
DR. W. HUME

PRIMROSE BUTTER

H. S. KAUNE

Dentist.
Oti- Spitt Jewelry Store.
Rooms I, 2 and I.

Where Prices
For

ar

Pnone Rett 6.
Office Honrs ! i. n. M
And by Appointment

I

l

Oualitv,

2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us toll you about thL most
remarkable single volume.

Write for sample
pages fuU par
ticulars, etc.
Name this
paper and

we will

m.

little "WANT."

Bst

DICTIONARY

THE MERRiAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. Au Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the

...

For quick results, a

&

always

INTERNATIONAL

"ytfv.

BROWN.

-

CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE

Ads.

WEBSTER'S
NEW

Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms

Our cracker counter is an InThe large
place.
teresting
and wafers
of
crackers
variety
we carry would astonish most
anybody. What, is so nice as
a box of dainty, delicious wa- fersf Some kind of a cracker
should be on the table at every
meal should be in every lunch
box. And the very kind you
They
should have are here.
have the quality that always sat- -

Want
Try it.

LA W.

ATTORNEYS-A-

CRACKERS

Mexican

New

bring results.

Work for the New Mexican, it It
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.'

icy i

tree
setcf
- m sendPocket
tfape

FAG

THESWMTZ

Santa Fe New Mexican
B.t.red

LIFE IS FULL OF UNCERTAINTIES!

Publishers

General Manager
Editor

Stauirer

J.Wltfit Olddlngs

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

SUBSCRIPTION RATBS
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1
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wa
vote straight and obey the bosses. That
requi ed 0 a man was to
!he kind of official who was wanted and who was the right man in the right
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
private baths.

central Location.

INSURANCE
ANNOUNCEMENT!

"

TJ.

-

Has Engaged

,.

Id

Son of

long as tne saiu ouilci

i

Too Many.

wf'

a

r

habit

ment is to be congratulated on the

in this state
.

th t

eame n

g0

ac-s- o

iate, I often

1

- ...
been under tne aommauun ui ...c
with no other thpv wanted to show some new
who are mentioned in the traveling auditor's report, and,
who had
to start a campaign of abuse and clothes or whether the chap
therein,
the
of
findings
method
answering
wanted to tell people he was
the

girl
"going with her" now, or what it was.

ridicule.

-- 0

I

j

j

fan-ic-

was
During the tariff debates much
said about importations of cattle from
Canada and other points. They imported several thousand head from
Canada and as a result the price of
C3ttle at Toronto has gone to a parity
with the price in Buffalo which is just
across Lake Ontario. They have not
the cattle to export, that is plain.
Hillsboro Free Press.
Which Is It
DniH
T
hflVA rtnTlCPfl
10 ufti" In
n. .lVnl,
J. It
ivic.nit ta
Hallowe'en
party.
at
the
"elephantly"
This means we suppose, that he danc-ee, the Elephantine Shuffle" which is
the reverse of the "Serpentine Whirl"
between
and is a sort of a double-cros- s
Twist" and the
the "Philadelphia
'Gobbler Gallop." Cloiidcrofter.
Not Dangerous.
We are generally losers In the end
ii we stop to refute all the backbitings
and gossipings we may hear by tne
way.
They are annoying, it is true,
but not dangerous so long as we do
not stop to expostulate and scold. Our
characters are formed and sustained
by ourselves and by our own actions
San
and purposes and not by others.
Jon Times.
Twice Incompetent.
The report is going the rounds of
the press of the state, that Governor
McDonald is considering the calling
a special session of the legislature, to
consider the tax problem and probably again take up the county salary

NIXOLA

GREELEY-SMIT-

world. For even those
women who are not yet awakened to
the need and the justice of suffrage

all over the

for their sex realize that if there is
ever to be any real spiritual progress
for the human race, one single high
standard of morals must prevail for
men and women!
Society, as it is constituted today,

"
L.ui.i ' ' .... . iu
. ..
tnnll na mnnnnnlll nf nlivainnl virt(11P.
,
nviai.J
mwiiwuij
Willi UUC OCA I

i

vj

1
j

,

presents precisely the spectacle of the
fr0g we all met when we studied algebra that poor, ridiculous frog that
climbed two feet from the bottom ot
the well every morning and fell back
two feet every night. Problem when
will the froe eet out. Problem when
will human society, struggling out of
slime and darkness, reach the light, If,
.through the exercise of the "dual
standard of morals." one sex Is
privileged to drag it down while the
other pushes (or is pushed) forward.
For we have to recognize that all the
forces of civilization are combined to
keep most women good and to make
most men otherwise.
For a long time, by the deadly
policy of taboo, that foolish conspiracy of silence which holds that the
only way to deal with unpleasant
things is to pretend that they don't exist, men and women were prevented
(Continued On Page Seven.)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanies.goed protection

i

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

Prop'r

Prom

European Plan.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Meals At All Hours.

Elegant Rooms in Connection. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
MUSIC tor DINNER and SUPPER
S41 San Francisco Btreet.
Near 8, W. Corner Plaza,

Mr. Manufacturer,
Do You Want
More Business?

Tl... ..nl.n.l.r
nil' ill V tit HlP 11PW
Just Hogs.
"'clothes, and all wished the late ones (iiven a thousand dollars, a young
at
no
cared
one
their
for
and
should
not
be
were
there,
pitied
woman returned to the headquarters
"I do not blame the Manchus, though. They
common people."
that moment who was going with or a small loan concern twenty-fou- r
ignorance Thev did not understand the
now
and
over
interview
is
all
whom. But that
thousand dollars in two years. They
You remember that sentence, don't you, in Wu Ting Fang's
we can go to the theater and feel were not loan sharks, but hogs. Rock
China?
in the New Mexican, on
to
be
t
bothered
under
don
that we are not going
Island Tribune.
Well we here in America have a lot of Manchus who also
with the late ones.
It Is Plain.
stand the common people.

-

GANN,

ISBIi'lBtiK'IBSBriiilalJW:1.:'

"DON'T UNDERSTAND

Souvenir Stealers,
There are a great many Manchus in the banking business. Personally
But they're handicapped just like those
The London hotel keepers are mak- line upstanding, honorable fellows.
on in tne great
reeent rulers of China were they don't know what is going
mg au outcry over the things that
know that ;are taken away Dy the gouvenir steal
world outside their richly furnished banking parlors. They don't
a strong people prs who take such delight iu taking
ii,p cl.uk has struck on the delusion that you can keep
are
under private fetters by any sort of claim that the fetter holders
"away the things they can carry from
.the different hotels where they stop
superior lot and : divinely appointed
nrc nhmad. It Is said that
.ha
...u TTnr-l- Ram relieve the Ryans and the Rocker- n,...
OU, Wlltll 1L IB piUIUoru ,i.o,
get very jan amolmt footing up to $100,000 is
fellers and these other private powers of the control of credits, they
did and plot jtaken Pach
year, mainly, it is claimed,
much agitated and flutter around much as the Manchus in China
!by Americans.
how to stop the sacrilege.
But they can't.
They take anything that they can
at Washington
Not. even by trying flank attacks by their senators
that ,ookg good as a souvenir.
The people o'lrl
The common people.
favorlte thlng8 lncUlde silver
For the people are watching.
aicumg aim ui..m.uS auu
coffee spoons, ash trays, knives and
banking Manchus don t understand.
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contemporary concedes that theIt
world may be growing better, but
Insists that there are too many
men riding around in $3000 autos
Montoya Republican.
Where Are They?
f
An exchange asks what has
flip little ereen hats with the
bow in the back. That's easy. They
i
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awaiting the early
coming of their
the split skirts. Nara Visa News.
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CATTON,

his billiard parlors and Instruct tuose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
those who cater
lounging room
to the pastime.
who will manage

EVERYONE WELCOME

If you do, we ask you to give
serious study to the question of
advertising your product In live
daily papers like the Santa Fe
New Mexican.
You will find the papers wilwithin reason
ling to
in making your advertising even
more productive.
You will find most of the dealers in this and other cities willing to meet you half way.
And better yet, you will find
the public the much sought
ultimate consumer in a receptive frame of mind.
The field Is ripe for the harvest and the early reapers are
going to get the richest sheaves.
Perhaps you would like some
to
the
Write
suggestions.
Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Association, World Building, New
York.
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Leaves Barranca on the arrival vl
the north bound train and arrives at
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and looa
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men Sa take In
the surrounding town. Wlra Embudt
station.
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INSURANCE

SERVICE

AMBULANCE

A new and
Ambulance, for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices.
Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,
Phone

130 Main.

Accident1

Life,

Fire,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

ESTATE

REAL

City Property,

Farms-Ranche-

Orchards
Land Grants, Etc.'

Surety Bonds
All Kinds.

01

Telephone

M

W., Rocrn 24

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

ANTA

PRIVATE

I

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and

the Famous
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a Great Expense,

MARCUS CATT0N,

,
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at

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANV PRICE

PARLORS,

MONTEZUMA BILLIARD

long-wnnl-

.

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

-

111
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VlTeUngln

THOS. DORAN, Prorpletor.

Large Sample Rooms.

Greeley-Smith.-

b;ii

Rooms en suit with
Electric light, Steam Heat,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

j

....

5245,001.00.
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SUFFICIENT REASON.

PHONES:
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and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Some of these uncertainties can, however, be avoided or diminished by
that reasonable attention which a man of ordinary prudence should always
give to his pecuniary affairs.
The accumulation of a money rserve is one of the means by which
life's uncertainties arising from poverty prolific source of evils can bs
eliminated or diminished.
The best and surest way to have money Is to get the banking habit.
Then you are prepared for all emergencies arising from its lack.
same careful
Deposit your money in this strong, safe bank where the
attention is given to the small depoiitor as to the largest.
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To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain ;
And we are nere as on a uanuiug pum
of struggle
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and is detained in this
'city under un order from Vice Chan-- ,
jccLlor Backus.
While McEldowny was a scudent he
jniet Miss Stahowski at Iter home here:
and they eloped to Wilmington. He
took his bride to his parents's home
in Pittsburgh, but they refused to
have anything to do with her.
After the desertion, the court rec- ord here shows that the elder Mc-- :
Eldowny tried to effect an adjustment
with the girl whereby she was to get
of the monthly income of;
her husband if she would release him.
His income is stated lo be $40 a month,
The girl refused, and the suit for
'support was started. Many attempts!
were made to serve process on Mc-- ;
Eldowny, but they failed until the
time, when he came to Trenton on his
'way back to Pittsburgh after the
Princeton-Harvarfootball game.
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extra comfort you need in very cold weather.
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K. Stevenson.
It gives warmth where the ordinary heat does not go. It
Delgado Street.
i.Merklyn.
They had never met until.
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or bedroom in a
chases the chill from the breakfast-rooin
NICELY furnished front room
Van Hoe was uoinc alone the .le
Then i. a nmtdy. Forty years experience has proven
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State terms.
iat (he home of a friend nearby and on ranch near Santa l"e.
Cathedral Church,
The public will find a welcome at j THE TANGO STAYS
Van Hoe look her there iin the auto. A. I!., this office.
November 15, l!H:i, 27th Sunday all the religious and social meetings'
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Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

i

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

--

AUTO DELIVERY

Try Our

Phone No.4

Always Stop

ANDREWS

I

T3

Service

pli0lieNo'4

at the Ancient City's Pride,

" 5
dm

AND

MODERN
ALWAYS
LARGE

LOSSY

AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Kest in the City
Ample facilities forlarsre
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

PLAN.

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.

WHOLESALE

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AND

RETAIL

Notary Named.
Frank J. Sager of Carrizozo, lias
been appointed a notary public by
Governor McDonald.
School Census.
The school census of Dona Ana
county shows a school population of
Fil)26 as compared with 5 ISO last year.
Corporation Commission Receipts.
For the 11 months of the fiscal year
ending Nov. 1st, 1013, the receipts of
commission
the state corporation
were as follows: Corporation fees,
$12,1"!.05: Insurance fees $!161; miscellaneous fees $3.40. Total $21,273.45.
The fiscal year will close on Dec. 1st
This is exclusive of insurance taxes.
Many New Members.
great many applications for membership in the New Mexico Teachers'
association are being received. So
far over 150 have signified their intension of joining before the meetings in
while 42 have
Albuquerque Nov.
the
'actually paid in their (lues. At memmeeting last year there were 708
bet s of the association, and with this
increase it will mean that practically
every teacher in the state belongs.
New Mexico already has the largest
percentage of its teachers enrolled In
the state teachers association of any
state in the union.
A

ASSORTMENT OF
AND EVENAFTERNOON
ING DRESSES IN ALL THE LATEST
,
1912-13statistics for the school year
AND STYLES AT THE
SHADES
for the annual report, and these sta- WHITE HOUSE.
tistics form interesting comparisons
No home should be without a hot
with the present conditions of school water bottle. Its uses are many all
work in the various counties which the year 'round. Zook
has some
are printed from time to time in the dandies. The Rexall Store.
New Mexican.
N. M. Central Time Table
The New
o
Mexico Central railroad time table No.
During the last school year in
county, in 28 districts exclud- 11 has just been received. The south
main- bound train leaves Santa Fe 1:45 p.
ing Albuquerque, one district
tained school in ten school rooms, one in. for Torrance and arrives Santa Fe
in four rooms, one in three rooms, from Torrance at 4:15 p. m. Both
three in two rooms and 22 in one north and south bound trains reach
four Kennedy at 3 p. m. The new schedule
room.
One school maintained
teachers, two had three teachers, five goes into effect tomorrow, Sunday No:
had two teachers, and 23 had but one vember 16.
THINK OF THE WHITE HOUSE
teacher.
DISCOUNT
SALE WHEN
Of the 45 teachers employed, eight CASH
A BIG SAVING
were men and 32 were women.. One BUYING IT MEANS
had no certificate, five taught on per- FOR YOU.
After the show, let's have somemits, nine had third grade certificates,
had first thing to eat. Where? At the De Var12 had second grade, 18
of course. You can get what you
grade, one had a professional and gas,
All of the 45 want and get it right, too. Special atone a life certificate.
certificates but one. In tention given to theatre and dinner
had

THE LARGEST

LADIES

health
salaries, one received $30 monthly;
one $35; three $40; three $45; twenty
received $50; two $55; twelve $60;
four $65; and two received $75 monthly. The average salary paid the men
teachers was $52.50 and the average
for the women teachers was $57.83.
A total of 339 school months were
taught in the county, and the average
term in each district was 7.53 months.
Two districts had school but 2
months four held for three months;
one for four; two for
one for
five; one for six; seven for eight; one
and 26 held school for nine
for 8
months.
The total annual salary paid all
teachers was $18,572.50. The average
salary paid each teacher was $412.72.
The average annual salary to men
teachers was' $361.87 and to women
teachers $423.71.
-

Flag Stop at Oscuro.
The state corporation commission
has secured for the residents of Oscuro, Lincoln county, a flag stop at
that place for train No. 1 on the. El
This is In
Paso and Southwestern.
answer to a petition from that place.
By the additional accommodation, residents of Oscuro are enabled to visit
the county seat, Carrizozo, going on
No. "4 and returning on No. 1. Upon
request of Judge Medler, who complained of the trouble of getting witnesses to Carrizozo during the terms
of court, the Southwestern has also
agreed to make Oscuro a flag stop for
both Nos. 1 and 2 during the terms of
court.
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SUFFRAGETTE THROWS

DEAD CAT AT SPEAKER
London, Nov. 15. Viscount Haldane,
the lord high chancellor, speaking at
Edinburgh, and Augustine Birrell,
chief secretatry for Ireland, addressiSTOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ng an audience at Bristol, were subto suffragette disturbances tojected
Taos Filing Approved.
Jt finM tafite In hulk Still tl&CXiti
.,
A.
in i,:.
Mr.
A dead cat thrown at
i nuntis, ...Jan u
muus
night.
ILrALrn slew. All
gaium
state
The
eTTgmeer today approved ISirrell set
the meeting in an uproar.
suH.
F
.Robinson,
the application of
The offenders were ejected nnd a
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
perintendent of Irrigation for the Taos
fight ensued.
general
2811
of
Indians for the appropriation
acre feet of water from the Rio PueNOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
Phone B,ack blo de Taos, for the irrigation of 1400 On
PUona Black
acfotmt of the changes made
acres of land on the Taos pueblo
45
grant. It is understood that the es- by the state board of equalization the
timated cost of flie project, is $82,440, tax rolls of, Santa Fe county will not
and work will start op the actual he available for collection of taxes
building as soon as the appropriation on time, however the attorney genfrom the government, becomes avail- eral of New Mexico has given the
able, which is during the present fis- opinion that it Is incumbent upon each
cal year. Mr. Robinson is in the city individual lax payer to call at the
treasurer's office on or before Detoday from his headquarters nt
1
cember 1st, and express his willingness to pay his taxes before he can
$
be relieved from the penalty imposed
Bernalillo County Statistics.
$ PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M. .& The statistician of the state edu- by law.
I CELSO M)PEZ.
Collector.
Treasurer and
cational department is busy now on

Hour. Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

l,.

r.ir.

LEO HERSCH

Id 71, (Tb

45
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The Clarendon Garden,

.

heard Senor Tello play at a pri-- j
vate music-althe other night say
that he is unquestionably the finest
violinist who has ever visited Santa
Fe. The people of this city have not
yet forgotten the delights of listening
to Miss Virginia Bean who played her
way into the hearts of many with her
istirring melodies. It seems safe to
say the music lovers will turn out eu
masse Tuesday night to welcome the
clever violinist from far away Rio
Janeiro.
OUR
WINDOWS FOR
NOTICE
ISPECIAL BARGAINS, THE WHITE
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LOCAL ITEMS.

OFFICIAL
NEWS,
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

SATURDAY,

FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful

line

of

Stamped

Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.

Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGLER

HOUSE.

MILLINER

WALL STREET.

jach nearest the intestine and produced
a new pylorus.

New York, Nov. 15. The market
Dr. John B. Murphy, of Chicago,
traders was chosen president of the cliuica!
Professional
closed Steady,
rewere uniformly bullish today and
congress of surgeons of North Amer-fc- a

sumed selling on the small opening
at the annual election.
rise.
The Mexican unsettlement
was chosen for the 1914
Londou
weakness of seasoned railroad bond3, meeting, which will begin on
July 26.
and the tendency of bulls to take quick
George E. Armstrong, of Montreal,
investon
small
made
upturns
profits
was elected vice president. Other ofment buyers cautious and rendered it ficers were elected.
to
down
force
comparatively easy
A score of prisoners in the Cook
prices.
county house of correction are exparties.
Missouri Pacific, New Haven and Leto leave the reformatory with
Class to Meet Monday The Litera- high Valley, which have been compara- pected
their ailments corrected as a result of
ture Study Class will meet at the
tively weak of late, were among the operations performed by members of
home of Mrs. H. S. Bowman on Tues- slocks attacked.
Final changes were jtue congress this week.
18.
for
the
The
November
study
day,
up.
of
the
be
will
"Literature
al'tetrnoon
LLOYD OSBORNE IS
Bonds were irregular.
Blizabethan Period."
SUED FOR DIVORCE.
where you
Hunt, search, seek
MUST SUBMIT
COLLECTORS
might, you cannot find better rubber
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 15.
OF DEPUTIES
NOMINATIONS
goods than at Zook's, The Rexall
Lloyd Osbourne, stepson of Robert
'
wKsB5awraerMn7
Store.
Louis Stevenson, was made the deWashington, D. C, Nov. 15. ComFURS IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT missioner of Internal Revenue Osliorn fendant today in an action for divorce
THE WHITE HOUSE CASH DIS- told Senator James and Representabrought in the superior court by Katlv
D. Osbourne, charging desertion
COUNT SALE.
tive Johnson of Kentucky today that erine
When Interested in a Perfect Fit- it was about time the internal reve- and asking custody of their two minor
ting Corset see Miss Helpling. Call nue collectors were nominating their children, and a property settlement,
to have been agreed between
and have a trial fitting.
deputies, authorized under the' income alleged
two out of court, is embodied in
Carpentery Shop A. S. Alvord has tax section of the new tariff law. The the
opened a carpentry shop at 330 San Kentuckiaus had come to say that the complaint and the plaintiff asks
Francisco street to do a general line Collector Scott Mays, of Louisville, that it become a part of the decree of
of repair work;
had been handicapped by the failure iivorce.
Mrs. Osbourne was Miss Katherine
AND of the treasury department to appoint
SUITS
LADIES
COATS,
DRESSES BETTER THAN EVER AT the thirty new deputies to which the Durham before her marriage in HonoTHE WHITE HOUSE CASH CLEAR Louisville office is entitled. There has lulu, April 26, 1896. She alleges that
ING SALE.
been a general impression that these she and her husband have lived apart
since Oct. 1901, when she says he deliMarriage License A marriage
appointments would be made directly serted her.
cense was issued by the county clerk in Washington and collectors throughto Guadalupita Escudero of Santa Fe, out the country have been slow in
Coffee
and Medardo Herrera, of Santa Cruz. acting.
The bride is the daughter of Crescen-diCommissioner Osborn made it plain
Escudero, a well known musician that it was up to the collectors to subMoneybnck as we mean
The mit nominations which, he said, would
in the First Regiment band.
bridegroom is the son of Gregorio Her- doubtless be appointed at once.
it. is not a boast but a
rera, well known in political circles in
Santa Cruz.
CORSETS AND BELTS
pledge.
BY SURGEONS
The finest line of Electrical GlassCONDEMNED
ware ever displayed in this city.
Chicago, Nov. 15. Tight corsets
Perhaps you are satison women and tight belts for men are
Guagey & Ervien.
EVERYTHING IN THE HOUSE constant causes of serious ailments
fied with your coffee;
CASH DISCOUNT. of the stomach, according to surgeons
AT A GREAT
of
HOUSE.
who
Dr.
saw
Herbert Patterson,
THE WHITE
should we ask you to try
If you suffer with cold feet, our London, perform an operation to
re-a
comfort
a new outlet for a stomach to j
hot water bottles will.prove
another at your risk ? We
on cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The place a badly abused pylorus which
Iliad become inactive. The operation
Rexall Store,
know what the" coffee is
Mr. Tello's Recital Senor Tello, of jwas on a woman and the inertness
Rio Janeiro, will give a violin recital of the pylorus, surgeons say, ?was
and how small the risk.
,s
Tuesday night at the Scottish Rite chiefly due to tight corsets.cathedral. The recital will begin at Tlr. Patterson cut the intestine a
In aroma-tigh- t
cans, everfresh
8:15 p. m. Tickets may be obtained few inches below the pylorus and
cleanly granulated.
at the door. Santa Fe music lovers made a hole in the side of the stoni- j'
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THE NEWNESS
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OF OUR STYLES
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I THE BEAUTY
OF OUR MODELS
THE EXTRA VALUE

:1

OF OUR GARMENTS

Please every woman who
I comes to this store shopping.
You will find it time well
I spent the many beautiful
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IN THE CLOTHES GAME THERE ARE NO SIDE LINES

Suits. Coats and Dresses we
are showing. Every garment
has some special feature that
distinguishes it from every
! other one. In fact, you will
find the most clever interpre- 1
tntir. of he new !eason,s
styles grouped in a pleasing
1
I
a
incvaiucs
array iui3iure. Tl
price will please you.

Everybody's in the game, whether he chooses to be or not. You can
pla your part with success if you care to do it. AH you need is
- vmi
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ready to wearthe smartest and latest styles.
i Dresses
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SUITS $25.00 AND UP ! Coats
OVERCOATS, $25.00 AND UP
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THE HOMEOF HART SGHAFFNER

" THE HUB."

a MARX

THE BIG STORE
"t?ttm
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$7.50 up to $35.00
$6.50 up to $75.00
a

N-SALMON

SANTA FE.
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